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With the breakthrough in large scale integrated circuit and
semi-conductor technologies, the cost of the technical building
blocks of our information infrastructure has continued to decrease.
Since offices are information clearing houses, they represent the
largest and most exciting opportunity yet for the application of new
information technologies. Office automation is the application of a
variety of information technologies for the support of thcse who
work with information. The purpose of office automation is to make
the office workers both more efficient and effective in performing
their work.
However office automation is not a clean and straight forward
process. Cost justification and a number of organizational and
behavioral issues need to be considered. The objective of this
study is to assess the viability of the concept of office automation
and its implications for business ventures in Hong Kong.
The findings of this study indicated that awareness in
potential productivity improvement by applying these information
technologies is not high among the executives in Hong Kong. Most of
the organizations do not have a plan for automating their office.
The office equipment market is more or less product-oriented.
Disparate office products and services are sold. Competition in the
individual product markets is very keen.
2The trend is toward integrated automated office systems. The
writers suggested that a solution oriented company providing both
office automation consultancy services and a selective set of office
products would be a viable business in Hong Kong. The customers
need to be educated before the potential of productivity improvement
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There is a revolution in information processing taking place.
Some writers call it "Third Industrial Revolution". Some prefer
to label it as The Computer State. Others have called it "The
Information Economy" or "The Information Age". In the literature, one
can find no less than a dozen radical terms used to describe this
revolution taking place within our societies. Two prominent features
of this revolution are the increasing number of information activities
in our economies and the many microelectronic-based technical
innovations.
The mere application of technology does not constitute a
revolution. It is the associated social and cultural changes which
constitute one. With the breakthrough in large scale integrated
circuit and semi-conductor technologies, the cost of the technical
building blocks of our information infrastructure has continued to
decrease. This decreasing cost provides an impetus to the
applications of the new technology into nearly every facets of life.
Microelectronic technologies have changed our ways of doing things,
such as the way we pay our bills, the way we search a book in a
library and so on. Increasingly, the activities of our societies are
now mediated by computers.
Despite the seemingly pervasive applications of computers and
related technologies in all fronts, the office seems to be the last
outpost of resistance to automation. Out of the thousand largest
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industrial companies in the United States, less than one tenth have
automated their offices to a degree that could be considered state of
the art. Compared with the ever increasing wages paid to the office
workers, expenditures on office equipment are relatively meagre. The
office of the future, first heralded in the early seventies, simply
has not conquered the office sector of our economies.
On the other hand, much of the technology necessary for office
automation is available. Since offices are the most labour intensive
institutions in modern industrial societies, they represent the
largest and most exciting opportunity yet for the application of new
technology. From an investor's point of view, any nichi- filling
strategy that will speed up this process of electronic metamorphosis
of our offices would be a key to a tremendously large market. The
present study adopts the perspective of a venture capitalist. The
writers try to evaluate the viability of the concept of office
automation, to present the economics involved and to explore the
market for new business opportunities in Hong Kong.
1.1 Various Views on Office Automation
Office automation is a label not yet fully defined. Different
people attach different meanings to this term. The situation is
analogous to the story of a group of blind men trying to arrive at a
consensus definition of an elephant. Each blind man explores a
different part of the animal. For the one who touches the trunk, the
animal is like a snake. The tusks are like a pair of spears. The
body is like an overstuffed pillow. The legs might seem to be
articulated. columns.
C.A. Ross of Honeywell commented that office automation to some
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is .,word processing. They tend to concentrate on problems of function
keys, software routines, languages and functional features. To
others, office automation is the convergence of word processing and
data processing. They concentrate on ease-of-use, compatible formats,
communications and networking. Still others define it in terms of
organizational and management problems. Ergonomists look at it from
still another viewpoint. Labour unions, the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration have their own ideas. (1)
The diverse views on office automation may also be due to the
background of those involved in the field. The professional groups
and academic disciplines involved in the office automation movement
include data processing, word processing, telecommunications,
management sciences, library sciences, industrial engineering and many
more. Each of these is making a unique contribution. Nevertheless,
they only represent a partial view on office automation.
Office automation is not any specific technology. A definition
based on certain set of technologies would be rendered obsolete as
fast as technologies change. Office automation is rather an
An Iconoclast Views Office Automation, Infosystems, June 1982,
page 20. The main argument of Mr. Ross was that standalone,
incompatible products have created chaos in the office market
place. What is needed is .a unified approach making machines
friendly with each other as well as with their users.
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integrative application of modern information technology. Figure 1
shows the six basic types of information technologies that are
involved in office automation. It is not technologies per se that
define office automation. It is the integration of these technologies
that does.
FIGURE 1










1. 2 Office Automation Defined
Since any attempt to define the field in terms of technologies
would become obsolete as fast as the pace of technological
innovations, the writers would like to define office automation by its
purposes.. Office automation is the application of a variety of
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information technologies as an integrated system for the support of
those who work with information. The purpose of office automation is
to make the users both more efficient and more effective in performing
their work by applying computer and communication-based tools.
We must not be misled by the word automation which suggests the
delegation of well-structured tasks to a machine. The more lucrative
and relevant area of unstructured managerial support must not be
ignored. The key word in this definition is the word support.
Automation conveys an idea that we are replacing the work of office
workers with new information technology. This connotation of the word
automation has caused much of the irritation on the part of the office
workers.
As the first typewriter and telephone may have considerable
impacts on an organization and the work of office workers, they were
only replacing work that would be better performed by a machine. In
this same manner, a computer should only perform those work that it is
best at, such as data manipulation and other highly structured tasks.
On the other hand, human is good at conceptual thinking, goal setting
and planning for goal achievement. A computer can hardly replace the
work of a manager who needs to make decisions in response to the ever
changing environment.
The term office automation appeared as early as 1948. (2)
However at that time it was used as a label for electronic data
2 G.R. Terry, Office Automation, Dow Jones-Irwin, Homewood,
Illinois, 1966. In this book, office automation is equated
with electronic data processing.
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processing. Somehow, during the 1970s, the underlying concept of the
term had totally changed. The concept of office automation is not
new. Ever since the first set of typewriter and telephone appeared in
the office environment, organizations were replacing old ways of doing
thing by new office technology. By and large, it is important to
recognize that office automation is more an evolution than a
revolution. The challenge of the present wave of office automation
lies in the chronicle productivity problems of our office workers.
Even with the technology available, the slow pace of change shows that
considerable resistance has been met in this process of automating our
offices.
1.3 Objectives of the Present Study
The present study is an investigation on the concept of office
automation and its implications in the Hong Kong market. The
objectives of the study can be summarized as followed.-
- To identify the direction of the office automation
evolution
- To analyze the economics of office automation
- To estimate the market potential on various product markets
in the office automation field in Hong Kong
-- To analyze the existing business situation, competitive
environment, and the products and services available in
Hong Kong
- To disclose any unsatisfied needs of the customers in their
off ice operations
- To recommend the nature of any new business opportunity
and direction for future research.
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Many vendors in the field claim themselves to be the office
automation companies. The term office automation is becoming more a
buzz word than a genuine opportunity for productivity improvement in
the offices. The claims of office automation seem to be taller than
reality. It is therefore interesting to investigate the viability of




This report was compiled trom information collected during a
preliminary investigation, a pilot study and a subsequent
questionnaire survey. The whole study consisted of three phrases as
followed:
Z.1 ereliminary investigation
In this phrase, the main objective was to get a feel of what
)f f ice automation is and the office automation business in Hong Kong.
:nformation collected in this phrase mainly came from three sources.
(a) Library Research
Most of the theoretical materials were the result of this
library research. The books, paper and articles that the
writers came across in this extensive research are included
in the bibliography of this report.
(b) Exhibitions
During the period of this study, the writers had attended
four office automation related exhibitions. From this
number the great excitement involved in Hong Kong office
automation business can be seen. These exhibition had
provided the writers with information on the latest
developments in information technology.
(c) Magazines and Newspaper
In recent years, the writers began to notice the
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proliferation of high quality magazines on office automation
and computer. There were also an increasing number of news
items on this field in the newspaper. By keeping abreast
with these news, the writers had obtained a feel about the
development of the office automation market in Hong Kong.
2.2 Pilot Study
In this pilot study phrase, most of the time had been spent
on interviewing existing suppliers in the office automation related
business and users from different industries. The suppliers
interviewed covered the whole spectrum of office technology available
in Hong Kong. The list of suppliers interviewed included the
following:
(a) Wang Pacific Limited
(word processing, data processing and networking)
(b) Business System, Graphic and Medical Markets Division
of Kodak (Far East) Limited
(microfilm filing systems)
(c) Cable and Wireless Systems Limited
(telecommunications)
(d) Viewdata Service Department and the Business Systems
Department of Hong Kong Telephone Company Limited
(information service, PABX, store forward switching)
(e) Infa Company Limited
(data communication)
Appendix A presents some of the questions asked during these
interviews with the personnel from the above companies. Their
information had given the writers considerable insights into the
office automation bs iness
In this phrase, the writers had also interviewed companies
which are more information intensive in their office operations. In.
other words information is considered as critical to the success of
the companies. These include companies from industries such as
10
shipping, trading, security, banking and travel agency.
The list of user companies interviewed included following:
(1) Wallem Shipping Co. Ltd. (shipping)
(2) Manner Trading Co. Ltd. (shipping, trading)
(3) S.C. Johnson Ltd. (trading, wholesales)
(4) Ewing McDonald Co. Ltd. (trading)
(5) Wocom Securities Ltd. (securities brokerage)
(6) Merill Lynch-Sun Hung Kai Securities Ltd.
(securities and commodity brokerage)
(7) Morgan Guaranty Trust Company (forex trading)
(8) Shearson Co. Ltd. (commodity trading)
(9) Dodwell Travel Ltd. (travel agent)
(10) P 0 Travel Ltd. (travel agent)
The main purpose for interviewing these user companies was
to test the questionnaire for the subsequent survey. The interviews
were based on the questionnaire in Appendix B. The questionnaire used
in the subsequent survey were the modifications of this one.
2.3 Questionnaire Survey
2.3.1 Procedures
The main objective of this survey was to understand the attitude
of the companies in Hong Kong towards the concept of office automation
and to unveil any unsatisfied needs in their office operations. The
questionnaires were mailed to the personnel or EDP department heads of
these companies. They were requested to refer the questionnaires to
one of their line managers and his or her secretary. After the
questionnaires were completed, they are mailed back to the writers.
In order to increase the response rate, the writers promised to
furnish copies of this report when requested. Frequency counting and
cross tabulation were the two methods used in analyzing the data
collected in this survey.
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2.3.2 Questionnaire Design
61 Appendix C presents the questionnaire to be filled in by the line
managers and Appendix D is the questionnaire to be filled in by the
secretaries. The design of these questionnaire was based on the
results of the pilot study. During the pilot study, the writers
discovered that the original questionnaire (see Appendix B) used for
interviews was too long and tedious. In order to make the
questionnaire easy to answer, we excluded much of the detail about the
office operations and split the original questionnaire into two, one
for the line managers and one for the secretaries. There are sixteen
questions in the line manager questionnaire and fourteen questions in
the secretary questionnaire.
2.3.3 Sampling
The writers decided to concentrate their effort on those
companies that have the immediate potential for employing the latest
office in choosing the sample of companies that they should mail to.
This immediate excluded most of the small companies in Hong Kong. The
writers suggested that this would be appropriate since their objective
were to look for unsatisfied needs that can yield fruitful business
opportunities.
Table 1 shows the number of establishments in some of the major
segments of the industries in Hong Kong. The writers were looking at
companies with 200 or more employees in the manufacturing industry and
companies with 20 or more employees in import/ export, finance and
service industry. This is because most of the employees in
manufacturing companies are manual labour and their office work is not
as heavy as that of the other industries.
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TABLE 1
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS IN SOME MAJOR SEGMENTS




















Source: Annual Digest of Statistics, 1983a
The writers had focused on three types of industry:
1-- Import/export firms, wholesale and retail companies
2- Financial services, Insurance and real estate companies
3- Manufacturing companies.
The writers had tried to represent the same proportion of firms
Ln their sample as occured in the population as in Table 1. The
listributi,on in their sample was in the following:
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPANIES SURVEYED BY INDUSTRY
Number of Questionnaire





Within each category, the writers chose to make a convenient
sample as companies information in each categories is lacking. The
total number of companies included in our sample amounted to two
hundred. The writers expected a response rate of around 25 percent,
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Chapter 3
THE CLASSIFICATION OF OFFICE TECHNOLOGIES
The materials in the following four chapters are compiled from
information collected during the preliminary investigation.. In this
chapter, a classification scheme for office technologies will be
presented. The major office technologies are described. In Chapter
4, the trends in the office automation evolution are dicussed. The
discussion is based on the most recent office automation literatures.
In Chapter 5 and 6, the economics of office automation and the variou
behavioral and organizational issues involved in this process are
discussed respectively. These materials are important for
understanding the status of the office automation evolution.
For companies interested in automating their offices, there is a
wide variety of commercially available office technologies. This
myriad of offerings may seem confusing. It is, therefore, useful to
classify these technologies into several broad cataegories.
The work performed by office workers mainly concerns with
information processing---- communicating, gathering, filing,
organizing, retrieving, modifying or generating. The office can be
described as an information clearing house. (3) The new office
technologies we use facilitate one aspect or another of the
3 The Growth Stages of Office Automation, Office Today (Advertising
Supplement to the New York Times), 1983, page 12. This remark
was made by Dean Meyer, a consultant in Ridgewood, CT.
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information flow.
Office information in general exists in four formats: text,
numbers, graphics and voice. Information is exchanged through various
communication channels among office workers. In order to effectively
communicate, the information must be captured on media in transitory
or permanent form. Traditionally, paper is the major medium used.
With the electronic revolution, information may now be stored in
magnetic disks and tapes. The electronic revolution has now provided
us with a variety of methods to manipulate and store all kinds of
information. With the above overview, we can classify office
technologies into six primary categories:
- Word Processing
Text or word processing tools manipulate documents
for both clerical and managerial use. These tools
facilitate the writing, editing and revision of
documents. Much of the duplicated effort in
copying the work of others can also be reduced.
-- Graphic Processing
There is an old saying that a picture is worth a
thousand words. Comprehensive word and numerical
statements may be condensed in a single visual
form through the use of graphic software.
Data Processing
Decision support systems and other analytical
tools which manipulate structured data fall into
this categories.
- Communication
Synchronous and asynchronous transmission of text,
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graphics, numbers and voice between information
workers.
Information Storage and Retrieval
This relates to the methods used in storing and
retrieving information held within the local office
or other data bases.
- Man-machine Interface
In making office workers more productive through the
use of technology, we must consider the physiological,
behavioral and psychological characteristics of
people who work in offices. Effective means of
interacting with the machines must be designed before
the other technologies can be implemented.
3.1 worn rrocessing
Text-editing tools that focus on-clerical and secretarial support
are termed word processing. At the very basic level, word
processing is simply the electronic keying in, editing, formatting and
printing of text. Word processors are in fact dedicated mini or micro
computers for text editing. Micro or personal computers for general
applications can also provide word processing function as long as
appropriate software is available. In the office environment,
however, dedicated word processing systems are more common.
Word processors differ from electronic typewriters by their
permanent memory, allowing one to maintain documents in machine
readable form for future reference and editing. This editing facility
is the principal benefit of word processing as it helps to take the
drudgery out of writing. Endless enhancement can be made to the tpx-
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once it is keyed into the system.
The most basic word processing capabilities allow entry and
editing of a document. More advanced capabilities include moving
blocks of text, editing across files, merging address lists with form
letters, scanning for content and a variety of formatting
capabilities. (4) In addition, with some spelling programmes
available, the word processors may be used as electronic
proof-readers.
Keyboards are no longer the only input device for a word
processing system. Word processors may be combined with optical
character readers which reduce unnecessary re-keying of typewritten
text. Likewise, electronic writing pad may be used to transform
handwriting into machine readable text.
At present, the major user group of word processing systems are
the secretaries. Managers usually dictate their ideas to a tape
recording system. (5) The secretaries then convert it into
typewritten form. Obviously with the support of word processors,
preparation and proofreading time of documents is shortened. More and
better tailored drafts are made possible. It is also feasible to mail
original documents to more people. Nevertheless, most of the
originators of documents are still not directly using these word
processors.
4 N.D. Meyer, Office Automation: A Progress Report, Office:
Technology _and People, 1(1982), page 112. This article is a
comprehensive report on the status of the office automation
evolution in the United States.
5 In the United States., dictating equipment is a business with
annual sales of around four to five hundred million.
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With the improvement in the technology on man-machine interface,
such as voice recognition, word processing can be of direct support to
managerial works. Mediators, in this case the secretary, will no
longer be needed in the process of document generation.
In the future there may also be very creative application of word
processing technologies. For example, by providing a hierachical
structure for authorship, such as chapters, sections and paragraphs,
the user may sketch concepts and edit the flow of thoughts as easy as
the words themselves. (6) This more powerful form of word processing
is applied from the very beginning of the thinking process, not just
to capture text after the ideas are written on paper or dictated to a
recorder. The writing habit of most executives will be totally
altered. There will be new perspective on one's writing, easy
understanding of other people's work and therefore powerful thinking
support. Writing productivity will probably be doubled. The results
will be better organized and communicated more clearly.
Since a great deal of business communication takes place through
written words, word processing tools can be in a pivotal position in
the office of the future. By connecting with other word processors
and data processing systems through telephone lines or local area
networks, they can provide the foundation for future integrated
management workstations.
6 Meyer, page 113. The effectiveness of such a hierachical
structure for authorship will largely depend on an individual's
writing style. After all, some people may be more effective in
messing around with paper.
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3.2 Graphic Processing
Another useful tool used by information workers is business
graphics. Managers spend at least half of their time in meetings
involved with presentations. Graphics provide a way to interpret the
excess of information that plagues large corporations and small
businesses alike.
Graphics make information easier to understand and retain. Pages
of facts can be summarized in a simple colour chart or graph. The
traditional wisdom saying that a picture is worth a thousand words is
still true even in the applications of new technologies.
Besides helping the assimilation of information, business
graphics also reflects positively on the user. A study conducted by
the Wharton School of Business (7) had shown that a speaker presenting
information with overhead graphics is perceived as better prepared,
more professional and more persuasive than a speaker who uses no-
overheads. (see Figure 2) The study also found that group decisions
are reached faster and meetings are shorter.
As the cost of graphic plotters continues to decrease, business
graphics should be more affordable in the offices. The lower costs of
hardware are now bringing graphics capabilities within reach of more
users for day-to-day analysis and reporting situation. The hardware
for a business graphics workstastion include high resolution colour
7 Wharton Applied Research Centre, The Effects of the Use of
Overhead Projection on Business Meetings, University of
Pennsylvania, 1982. This study also discovered that final
decisions are made faster and group consensus on final
decisions is higher when overhead graphics are used.
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terminals, printers and pen plotters. New colour printers include
impact and dot-matrix, ink-jet and dot-matrix, and thermal-transfer
printers.
FIGURE 2
THE EFFECT OF OVERHEAD GRAPHICS ON GROUP DECISIONS
Final Decision Final Decision
GO NO GO
67% Overhead Graphics 33%
Promoting "GO"
Position
33% Overhead Graphics 67%
Promoting "NO GO"
Position
50% No Overhead used 50%
to promote other
argument
Source: Wharton Applied Reasearch Centre, "The
Effects of the Use of Overhead Projection
on Business Meetings", University of
Pennsylvania 1982.
With the availability of the hardware for business graphics, we
still need the software to run them. In recent years, the quality of
graphics software continues to improve. Office workers with little or
no experience in drafting graphs and charts can now sit in front of
the display devices, generating complex and impressive illustrations
for their company's business.
However most of the graphics software that is now available are
mainly for personal computer. In the near future, an office
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workstation will be incomplete without graphic capabilities. The
trend is to make business graphic available to less sophisticated
users. Graphics software packages will become more user friendly and
executives can be expected to create graphics to meet their own needs.
3.3 Data Processing
Data processing tools are mainly concerned with the manipulation
of structured numerical data. There are a wide range of such tools
available as software packages on either microcomputers, minicomputers
or large scale timesharing mainframes. In many offices, the first
professional use of computer terminals was for the access to numerical
data bases and analytical packages.
Application of these data processing tools begins with simple
report generation. Of particular interest today and the near future
are decision support systems which are designed to permit ad hoc
modeling. A very good example of decision support system developer is
VisiCalc for use in microcomputers. It helps to analyze what if
type of questions by allowing automatic recalculation given the
relationships among the figures has been established.
In the office settings, personal computer is likely to be one the
major time-saving tools in the next decade. Personal computers are
now finding their way onto managers f desktops in an unprecedented
invasion. The use of personal computers does not limit the user to
data processing. The person computer is a multiple application
machine which can perform a variety of functions, including word
processing, data processing, electronic mail and data retrieval.
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3.4 Communication
Since managers spent a majority of their time in activities
related to communication, telecommunications tools are particularly
relevant to their concerns. There are essentially two types of
telecommunication tools, namely synchronous and asynchronous.
3.4.1 Synchronous Telecommunication Tools
Synchronous telecommunication tools allow people to talk
interactively when both parties are available at the same time. The
most widespread example is the telephone. Teleconferencing that
allows more than two persons to participate in a conversation is an
important development in this area. Teleconferencing will cut down
the travelling costs of executives to meeting. In addition, more
frequent meetings will be possible. Thus the quality of the decisions
made can be enhanced. A relatively new and powerful form of
teleconferencing is slow scan video, where a standard video camera may
be focused on documents, slide screens, people or physical objects.
By freezing each frame and transmitting it slowly, this type of
teleconferencing provides tremendous flexibility at the low cost of a
standard telephone line.
The most powerful form of teleconferencing is, of course, full
motion video, similar to broadcast television. Such teleconferencing
could reduce travel by as much as 40 percents. Teleconferencing can
also permit better collaboration by allowing meetings that would not
have warranted travel, meetings at extremely short notice and where
some attendees otherwise might not have travel to a remote meeting.
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3.4.2 Asynchronous Telecommunication Tools
Synchronous tools require that all parties be available at the
same time. However this may not be possible for very busy people and
with communication across time zones. Asynchronous telecommunication
tools permit the sender and receiver to communicate regardless of
schedule mismatches. Telex and other terminal-based message systems
provide a common example. Facsimile and communicating word processors
may be used for sending urgent documents instead of by post.
Facsimile simply means copying at a distance. "It is a way of
transmitting original handwritten or printed documents or graphic
representations such as pictures and signatures electronically to a
distant location using the telephone network." (8) Facsimile may be
either of the digital or analog type. Digital facsimile has the
advantages of fast transmission, fine detail and high contrast.
Whether analog or digital, facsimile has obvious advantages over other
means of communication when the original input information is already
on paper.
Compared to telex transmission, facsimile offers much higher
speed of transmission. It only takes 35 seconds to transmit a page of
information if facsimile is used, compared to 6 minutes per page for
telex. Some models of facsimile even offer the sender the abiltiy to
designate in advance the time for transmitting a particular document.
This allows the users to take advantage of off-peak telephone hours
8 S.L. Shanahan, Facsimile Joins the Computer Age, Infosystems,
September 1982, page 126. In fact, facsimile is an old
technology which can be dated back to nearly one hundred years
ago.
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for less expensive communication.
In the past when digital facsimile had not been developed, only
high volume users could justify the need for a facsimile. Moreover
since analog signals are transmitted, the quality of the copy would be
affected by the imperfections in the telephone lines. With the
introduction of digital facsimile which is more reliable and cheaper,
an average company that sends 10 to 20 pages a day has enough volume
to justify the investment. As an integral part of an automated
office, some facsimile machines can be used as a printer as well.
3.4.3 Electronic Mail Systems
The most common starting point for managerial use of office
automation is often the electronic mail systems. The message is typed
in and delivered instantly to an on-line file that is the recipient's
in-basket. When the recipient checks into the computer, he is
notified of the new mail. The recipient may than scan the in-basket,
read messages, file or delete them.
Email systems (or electronic mail systems) are in fact store and
forward switching devices, over which character-encoded mail or voice
message may be sent to the receivers. In short Email promotes
movement of information through space. Nonsimultaneous interactions
among office workers can be structured in. a highly flexible manner.
Email in itself is not an application. It is a kind of utility
that allows different applications to run under it. A wide spectrum
of applications may be based on an Email system, of which only a small
portion has been realized. Originally, Email was designed to save the
time of the office workers caused by the shortcomings of our phone
system, postal service and face-to-face meetings. The transition to
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computer mediated communications, however, has met considerable
behavioral and organizational resistance.
Clearly Email. is suitable for highly structured communications,
such as quotes, orders and invoices. On the other hand, unstructured
communication that requires thought prior to making a response can
also make good use of the Email system. Nevertheless, semistructured
communication constitutes the bulk of business interaction. In order
to realize the potential of Email in this area, applications that can
fit in the business process must be derived. These applications are
likely to be unique to a company.
One such application would be to use the Email system for
coordinating a multiplicity of interrelated tasks with dispersed
participants. Such tracking systems replace most of the progress
meetings and help the delivery of the information product on time.
With more creative applications of the Email systems, not only
managers and professionals' time is saved, Email may give the company
competitive edge if it can be used to provide a product or service to
the customers.
3.4.4 Local Area Network and Data Communications
Other innovations in the telecommunication realm include packet
switching techniques and PABX based local area networks. Packet
switching techniques allow more efficient use of the communication
channels. By sending out messages in packets, capacity of the cable,
satellite channel and other communication channel can he more fully
utilized.
PABX based LAN represents a step towards the merging of the two
fastest growing markets. By using telephone lines to form a local
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area network, the office automation evolution can spread through the
whole organisation at a much faster pace.
3.5 Information Storage and Retrieval Tools
Just as Email promotes movement of information through space,
information storage technology facilitates storage of business
information through time. Before electronic offices came of age,
paper was the major media for information storage. Important
documents were put in the file cabinet.
Computer, magnetic tapes, and floppy or hard disks, comprise the
major media on which electronic information is saved. "Besides
magnetic information storage, other technologies are thriving these
days. They all provide economical ways to save information in small
amount of space." Other technologies include microf il:m and,
microfiche. In a small space, 10,000 micofiche cards can store four
million document pages, equivalent to 10,000 disk drive of 300 Mbytes
each.
As for information retrieval, the major concern of office
automation is to extract the right data and bring it into an
environment where people can work with it. Many organisations are now
organizing their large data bases or files of records in ways that
provide safer maintenance and better access by a wider group of
people. On-line digital form of storage allows both fast and
efficient in retrieval. This form of storage method is suitable for
current and active records. For largely inactive records, microfilm
and microfliche are ideal alternatives.
Microforms are best for high volume, long-term storage, such as
checks, insurance claims etc.. With the help of computer, retrieval
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of a single image on a microfilm can be almost instantaneous. These
are called the computer assisted retrieval systems (CAR). The
microforms are indexed and these indexes are stored in computer memory
for fast retrieval.
Laser disk technology is the latest development in this field.
Digitized data are placed on a compact disk. Similar to microform, an
image can also be stored. Laser beams are used for the read and write
actions. Laser written disks can contain 25,000 to 30,000 scanned
document each with extremely fast retrieval time. Once an image is
put into a disk, it can be made available almost immediately.
In addition, there is now a wide variety of data bases for sales
in the United States, which are maintained by government and
commercial organisations. They may be delivered on paper, microfilms
or on-line. The public data bases address virtually every imaginable
discipline. Compared with these developments, data base business in
Hong Kong is still in its infancy.
a. u rian rlacnine 1nLerrace
In an automated office, humans interact with machines in a
variety of ways. The power vested in the new information technology
can be effectively utilized only if there are natural and efficient
interaction of humans with computers. Through the careful selection
of input/output devices and interface software designs, which best fit
the human and the tasks, new office technology can really improve
productivity of information workers.
A list of the more common input devices includes keyboards, light
pens, touch screen devices, joysticks, and the famous 'mouse'.
Although the ability of computers to recognize speech is still quite
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limited at this time, speech recognition can be an important input
device in the future.
Progress in the voice recognition field is slow. Due to the
idiosyncrasies of human voice, machine recognition of words spoken by
a person is an extremely complex problem. A study in 1979 described
several low-cost speech recognition systems which were able to
recognize single words in approximately 100 to 200 word vocabularies
with about 90 to 99 percent accuracy. (9) As this technology matures,
it is possible to have one of the stumbling block in the process of
office automation to be removed.
Common output devices for an integrated management workstation in
an electronic office include visual display units and computer
generated voice. Due to the nature of the word formation procedure,
synthesized speech often still sounds nonhuman and mechanical. A
second mode of computer-generated voice is digitized speech.
Digitized speech produces a high level of realism because words from
the speaker are digitized, stored, and then converted back to analog
form for playback. This form of speech output is beginning to be used
heavily in structured speech output systems such as computerized,
interactive telephone systems for bank transactions.
9 W. Lea, Speech Rocognition: Past, Present and Future. In
W. Lea (Ed) Trends in Speech Recognition, Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1979. Hobbyists are now able to
buy a speech recognition device which records up to 64 words
and achieves 90 percent accuracy for about US$200. Discrete
word recognition might be useful in giving single word
instructions.
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In computer-based systems, a software interface is required to
facilitate dialogue between the user and the computer. The six common
dialogue modes include form-filling, computer prompting, menu
selection, command languages, query languages, and restricted natural
language. A successful design of any one of these will require an
understanding of the user's mode of thinking and cognitive process so
that the interaction can be more natural.
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Chapter 4
WORLD TRENDS OF OFFICE AUTOMATION
In order to explore the market opportunities in the office
automation business of Hong Kong, it is essential to have an
understanding of the present and future trends of the office
automation evolution. As an international city, the business practice
in Hong is likely to be influenced by the developments in other
countries, especially that of the United States. In this chapter, the
writers will first look at the trends in the office automation
evolution and then we will turn to the developments in the office
automation market of United States.
4.1 Trends of the Office Automation Evolution
4.1.1 The Value-Added Concept
In recent years, OA professionals increasingly place more
emphasis on the benefit rather than the cost reduction aspect of
office automation. Their argument is that information tools may
enable new ways of thinking and collaborating, and enable better, not
just faster, work. The target user is the manager or professional,
not just administrative staff. The intent is to improve effectiveness
rather simply to reduce the cost of support functions. This is the-so
called value-added concept.
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4.1.2 The Integration Concept
Moreover the OA professionals propose a system approach to OA.
The integration of the variety of tools and techniques in OA produces
synergy. The mechanization of office work is not the target of OA,
the ideal is to get better work done through the combination of
interactive technologies to automate all the office processes and
procedures. A user friendly environment is incorporated in this new
automated system. Users do not need to learn a long list of commands.
The system prompts them to choose the desired operations. They need
to know nothing about the hardware or software aspects of the system.
The integration concept calls for a deliberate plan for carrying out
the office automation programme. The plan should include a time
schedule for bring in new technology into the office environment and
strateges fo implementing the necessary changes.
4.1.3 The Extended Office
The extended office and telecommuting are concepts that have
received much attention from the academic people in recent years. (10)
Telecommuting refers to the substitution of computer and communication
capabilities for travel to a central work location. This makes
possible working at home or in locations close to the home of an
office worker.
Facilitated by developments in telecommunications and computer
10 Academic people are mainly interested in the impacts of the
extended office on social, political and economic environment
of our societies. In general the conclusion is that both
bad and good scenarios are possible, given a specific set
of technologies. Technology and society are driving each
other.
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technology, office automation provides the potential to alter the
locational and temporal definitions of a large number of office jobs.
More jobs will be portable and can be performed wherever the necessary
computer and communications technology is available.
The basic motivation behind the concept of an extended off ice is
stimulated by the skyrocketing cost of office space, increasing travel
and energy costs and the difficulty in attracting qualified personnel
if he must commute long distance to work.
Extended office may also be appealing to employee who want to
have flexible work options. Nevertheless, the concept of extended
office has more or less remained a subject of academic interest. The
social, political and organizational implications of an extended
office must be clearly understood before implementation.
4.2 Office Automation in the United States
This new direction in the evolution of OA is at present in an
early stage. In 1978, only a very small number of organisations in
the United States were actively experimenting with the value- added
concept. It is expected, by the latter half of the decade, advanced
management workstations, which are multi-function, may well be comrro
hand distance from the users. At the same time, this experience wil.
spread downward to smaller businesses as more and more executives
appreciate and accept the value-added and integration concepts oil
off ice automation.
In the United States, word processors are now in common use
throughout many businesses, bringing savings in typing efficiency. I
the estimated spending on office systems in the United States in 198(
in most business office, putting a bundle of office technologies at
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(see Table 3) has shown, spending in word processing was already more
than that in typewriters, and recently amounted to US $1 .5 billion. In
addition, there were some 20 millions messages sent through
communicating word processors in 1979.
Wang has amassed a dominant 47.9 percent share of the United
States clustered word processing market largely because other
minicomputer manufacturers "left it alone." In fact vendor
competition in the US cluster word processors based office automation
market has narrowed to IBM and Wang according to the results of a
recent study (see Table 4). (11) In the clustered word processor
market, the market share of Wang and IBM is 47.6 percent and 10.4
percent respectively. In the standalone word processor market, IBM
occupies 31.3 percent of the market while Wang only gets 7.1 percent.
At the top of the word processor sales charts, IBM and Wang are
followed closely by Datapoint, Xerox, Digital Equipment and AES.
In 1980, money spent on office data processing amounted to twenty
seven billion in the United States. This figure included spending on
the computerization of office routines such as order processing,
accounting and so on.
Table 5 shows the numbers of messages sent through the electronic
mailing media of the United States in 1979. It is spectacular that
the number of messages sent through facsimile alone were 350 million
while that through telex was only 128 million. This difference is one
reflection of the wide-spread use of facsimiles in the States. The
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TABLE 5









Voice message systems 1
Total 750
Source: Panko, R.R. "Spending on Office Systems: A
Provisional Estimate", Office: Technology and People,
p. 177-194.
number of messages sent through private typewriter networks were 100
million which was not far behind telex usage. There were only 66
million messages being sent through electronic mail system in 1979.
However such electronic mail systems are of growing important as the
office automation evolution gains its pace.
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4.3 Future Potential in the OA Market of the United States
Table 6 shows the average annual growth rate and estimated market
size of office automation related markets by mid-1980s in the United
States. (12) We can see that the US office automation market as a
whole is growing at a rate of 32 percent with a forecasted market size
of US$12 billion by 1986 and with excellent potential to expand on a
global scale. This office automation market is narrowly defined as a
word processing oriented market.
4.3.1 Microdisk Memories
The cost of storage in the form of magnetic diskette is dropping.
Microdisk memories market was ranked the fastest growing technology
market of the United States in the 1980s. With an average annual
growth rate of 108 percents, the market may reach US$2 billion by
1985.
4.3.2 Local Area Networks
As mentioned earlier, the microdisk memories market is the
fastest growing technology market in the States. Local area networks
of the Ethernet type is second. Its average annual growth rate is
expected to be around 105 percents. Local area networks do not have a
world wide accepted standard yet. However Ethernet, a brand of LAN,
is at present the most widely accepted business standard. LAN market
is estimated to reach almost US$1 billion in 1986.
12 These figures were compiled by B.O. Szuprowicz from various
market survey reports and were published in Asian Computer Monthly,
March 1983 issue.
TABLE 6
U.S. OFFICE AUTOMATION RELATED MARKETS IN THE 1980s
Average annua
Mo izci#- Ci vo nn timo torl }qtr mi A-1 QRncgrowth rateRank Market Sector
108%Microdisk memories (5.25 or less) May reach US$ 2 billion by 19851
105%Local networks of Ethernet type2 Accounts for 32% of all networks
100%Microsoftware for industrial use3 At least US$ 1.5 billion by 1985
Personal computers (over US$ 1,000) 81%6 May reach US$ 13 billion by 1987
78%8 Digital private branch exchange Tenfold increase possible in 1980s
9 78%Voice recognition devices Potential for US$ I billion in 1980s
11 72%Software for personal computers May reach US$ 8 billion by 1987
16 Office automation managerial equipment 60% May reach US$ 2 billion by 1990
18 Portable microcomputers 60% US$ 2-5 billion potential by mid-1980s
20 Local networks equipment 58% May reach almost US$ 1 billion in 1986
22 Data communication multiplexers 51% This growth expected thru 1980s
38 Computer terminals of all types 40%
40 Broadband local network systems 37% This growth expected thru 1980s
45 Office automation as a whole 32% Forecasted US$ 12 billion by 1986
Rank among the top fifty supergrowth technology markets of 1980s in United States
Source: Szuprowicz, B.O. "Now is the Time to invest in High Technology
Stocks", Asian Computer Monthly, March 1983, p. 72-74.
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4.3.3 Personal Computers
Another booming market is personal computers. The average annual
growth rate is estimated to be 81 percents and the market will reach a
size of US$13 billion by 1987. Software for personal computer market,
with a growth rate of 72 percents, may reach US$8 billion by 1987.
4.3.4 Private Automatic Branch Exchange
PABX market is also ranked among the fastest growing markets in
the States. With a growth rate of 78%, a tenfold increase of the
present market size is possible in 1980s.
4.3.5 Conclusion
All in all, we can see the tremendous potential in US's OA
market. Although the individual product markets is developing very
fast, development in integrated OA is only at an early stage. As the
evolution gain mementum, even a higher growth rate can be expected of
the various product markets.
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Chapter 5
THE ECONOMICS OF OFFICE AUTOMATION
Although everyone in the OA field would agree that there is a
definite need for office automation, not every businessman can see the
reason why. It is human nature to resist change in the existing
order. This chapter serves to delineate the reasons for office
automation and accounts for the possible economic payoffs.
5.1 Increasing Costs of Office Operations
It has been pointed out that in the developed countries, there
are five major trends in operation:
- labour force is moving out of "blue collar" occupations
and into "white collar" work;
- productivity of the office worker has not increased as
rapidly as that of the factory workers;
- increasing costs of office workers;
- office workers continually need more data or more relevant
information;
- the advance in technology has made many tasks possible.
Moreover many reports have pointed out the inefficiency of both
managers and other office workers. The following areas have been said
to have added extra cost in running an office and lowered the
productivity of office workers:
- One estimate is that only one out of every four business
telephone calls goes through on the first attempt. Often
executives may 'tag' each other several times before
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communicating over the telephone.
- Cost of a business letter has tripled in recent years,
no matter which statistics are used.
- Cost of misfiling information averages about US$60 a
misfile.
- Executives are still using pencils and pushing paper which
is not cost effective nor productive.
5. 2 Inefficiency of Our Managers
In recent years, a number of famous studies on managerial and
professional activities has been conducted. One of these is the Booz,
Allen Hamilton study in identifying opportunities for improvement in
knowledge workers' productivity. (13)
They found that managerial/professional activities are
distributed as followed:
TABLE 7






Less productive timE 25.4
Total 100.0
13 H.L. Poppel, "Who Needs the Office of the Future?" Harvard Business
Review, November 1982, page 146 to 155. The author is senior
vice president of Booz, Allen and Hamilton, which is a management
and technology consulting firm. This report is one of the classics
in the office automation literatures.
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The Booz, Allen and Hamilton report is the result of 15 case
studies in a mix of functional areas such as marketing, purchasing,
finance and personnel. Each case is treated as a feasibility study on
methods for productivity improvement.
5.3 Office Automation Can Help
Over 15 percent of this time can be saved through the application
of the new office technologies available today. Areas of potential
improvement include conferencing, information transfer, information
retrieval, personal processing and activity management.
There are nine less productive activities as noted in the Booz
Allen study. These are seeking information, waiting/idle time,
organized work, bottleneck in work flow, telephone tag, scheduling,
filing, copying and transcribing. Since seeking information accounted
for more than 30 percents of all less productive time, it has the
greatest productivity improvement potential. The tools to achieve
improvement include autoamted information retrieval and information
transfer through Email system. These would help saving at least 40
percent of the information seeking time.
Waiting/idle time relates mostly to internal or external business
travels. Such office automation tools as audio and video conferencing
and Email systema can save about 28 percent of the idle time. Time
wasted in telephone tag can be cut by as much as 26 percent through
store and forward message switching systems.
Time spent in scheduling, filing, copying and transcribing can.be
cut by as much as 51 percent with such tools as information retrieval,
automated calendars and word processors.
Managers and professionals have spent most of their time in
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meetings and related travel. Teleconferencing can be a big help in
this aspect. Teleconferencing, where participants can see, hear and
exchange documents from remote sites, can reduce meeting-related
travel and can increase meeting efficiency. Teleconferencing not only
helps in cutting down travel costs but also enhances collaboration and
more frequent meetings. In addition, teleconference meetings tend to
be more task-oriented, better structured and shorter.
Word processing is the most effective tool in helping document
creation. In the last section, the possibility of replacing the old
fashioned paper and pencil type of writing by the more structured form
of word processing has been discussed. This type of advanced word
processing technique helps to capture the ideas from the very start of
the thinking process. Thus it represents a great opportunity of
productivity improvement', in this area.
Analysis requirements represent a fairly good opportunity for
productivity improvement, especially where the work involves number
manipulation. Personal computers are likely to be one of the major
time saving tools by the mid 80s. Together with software-based ad hoc
modelling capacity, they may be able to save about 20 percents of the
time now spent analyzing.
Figure 3 illustrates the result of yet another study (14), which
claims that computer-based message system together with
teleconferencing and management workstation can save up to 2 hours and
14 R.P. Uhlig, The Office of the Future, ICCC Monograph Series vol 1,
North-Holland Publishing Co., Netherland, 1979. Unlike the Booz,
Allen and Hamilton study, not much empirical evidence was
provided in this book.
FIGURE 3
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Source: Uhlig, R.P. The Office of the Future, ICCC Monograph Series
Vol. 1, North-Holland Publishing Co., Netherland, 1979.
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45 minutes of a manager's time in an eight-hour workday. This is
because over 75 percent of a manager's time is spent in communicating.
Therefore with better and faster means of communication, productivity
of the manager class can be improved. What makes the present office
automation differ from its predecessors is the possibility of
integrating the various technologies into one system. The user does
not need to be aware of the independent existence of the various
technologies.
5.4 Benefits of Office Automation to Secretarial Works
Managers and professionals are non-clerical workers in the
office. Clerical office workers can also benefit from office
automation. Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of secretarial
activi,+-ies in a day.• 1
The benefits of office automation to secretarial work is not just
improved typing, although typing may be improved by as much as 200 to
500 percent with the use of word processing systems. There are mainly
five kinds of payoffs or benefits in secretarial work besides typing
improvement:
(1) Reduced Media Transformation
Media transformations are the changing in the medium
of message, e.g. between handwriting and typewriting,
speaking and writing, phone and written, computer and
hardcopy. Reduction of media transformations would
depend upon the extent of office automation. For example,
a Email system may reduce most of the work
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Talk Face to Face 6%
Talk on Telephone 8
Clerical 13
Photocopy Messengering 20
Coffee and Personal 2
Filing 2






Sources Uhlig, R.P. The Office of the Future,
ICCC Monograph Series Vol.1, North-Holland
Publishing Co., Netherland, 1979.
(2) Reduced Shadow Function
Shadow functions are the unforeseen, unpredictab
time consuming activities that are associated with
accomplishing any task but do not contribute to
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productivity. For example, when making a phone call,
there are several potential shadow functions: a misdialed
number, a busy signal, the recipient temporarily out of
the office or the recipient gone for some period of time.
Meetings may be disrupted in a number of ways: delays in
arrivals, delays in starting and interruption. New office
technologies such as computer-based store and foreward
message system or teleconferencing can contribute much to
reduction of such shadow functions. Word processing may
reduce shadow functions in the secretary's activities by
automating the retyping process.
(3) Increased Mechanization
Labour can be reduced through the replacement of manual
processes by machine processes. Benefits here are the most
obvious, therefore people tends to take mechanization as
office automation per se, which is in fact not the case.
(4) Improved Timing
Secretaries are idle 18 percent of the average day,
waiting for work (See Figure 4), which could be almost
eliminated through office automation. Document turn
around rates would be faster with an automated document
production cycle and communication of information more
quickly.
(5) Increased Control.
With increase efficiency in communication, faster
feedback to decision makers would bring less surprise
to management. Secretarial work and other clerical
work may, therefore, be better controlled.
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5.5 Some Remarks
For years, the question of cost justification for office
automation equipment has troubled many organizations. On the one
hand, it is difficult to put a price tag on many intangible benefits.
On the other hand, we need some quantitative indicator for progress,
otherwise the case for office automation will not be justisfied.
Time saved in managerial work and secretarial work is important
in calculating the benefits of office automation. This is especially
true for managers and. professionals which have the largest share of an
organisation's payroll. Time saved can be directly translated to
labour reduction.
Besides saving time, office automation can improve the quality of
decisions made by the managers, increase the profitability level of
the organisation, increase customer satisfaction, and improve the
level of job satisfaction of employees and many more qualitative
benefits. Qualitative changes or benefits are less tangible and much
more difficult to relate to investment. Thus, although improved
quality is equally important, organisations are more concerned about
quantitative payoffs. Nevertheless, we should not down these
qualitative benefits. Afterall, the ultimate justifications for
office automation are the improvements in the quality of work and the
quality of work life, rather than cost reduction or cost avoidance.
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Chapter 6
BEHAVIORAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES
OF OFFICE AUTOMATION
6.1 The Impacts of OA on Organizations
Technology cannot and should not be separated from people. After
all, it is people that utilize the technology not the other way round.
Therefore in talking about any investment in the office automation.
business, it is important to understand the people issues involved.
Experience in the data processing field has shown that technology
is not an independent, neutral artifact that can be casually dropped
into an organization by outsiders. It has taken the data processing
field thirty years° time and numerous fiascos to understand this
simple fact.
Unfortunately, history seems to repeat itself again and again.
This time it may well be in the office automation field. For example,
in the past when word processors were very expensive, many
organizations had centralized their typing function to justify this
large investment in office technology. This process of tearing the
organization to shreds for the sake of machine efficiency obviously
ignored the behavorial and organizational issues involved in the
introduction of new technology. Therefore this practice had done a
great deal of harms to the organizations.
Technology has been the major driving force in organizational
change which require the adaptation of the existing organization
structure and the reallocation of task, rather than vice versa.
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Therefore the dynamic of change must be understood. The overall
effectiveness of an organization must be taken into consideration
before information technology can be used to carry out specific tasks
more efficently and effectively.
Automated office systems will alter the locational and temporal
definition of work, they may shift the mode and timing of
communication and also change the work product itself. Indirectly
employee attitudes, management processes, interpersonal relations, and
organizational structure will be affected. An overtechnologized
dehumanized office automation plan has little hope of success.
It is all too easy to rush ahead into office automation without
considering its impact on reporting relationships, organizational
structures, job descriptions and career paths. These areas are
typically overlooked until equipment is installed and employees are
scratching their heads about the future. (15)
Secretaries have been the pioneer users of office automation
tools, but many corporations have not adjusted job descriptions to
reflect the new duties and skills involved. Moreover different kinds
of employees have varying computer awareness. The more all levels of
staff know about the capabilities of office systems, the better they
will adapt to the changes that occur.
The process of office automation represents major organizational
changes. It is therefore useful to introduce a model of
organizational behavoior in our discussion of the behavioral and
organizational issues involved in these changes.
15 The Growth Stages of Office Automation, page 18.
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6.2 A Model of Organizational Behavior
Nadler and Tushman has developed a Congruence Model of
Organizational Behavior (16). Organizations are seen as composed of
interdependent parts, as shown in Figure 5.
The four major components of an organization are:
- the task of the organization, or the work to be done
-- the individual who perform organizational tasks
- the formal organizational arrangements, including various
structures, processes, systems, etc., which are designed
to motivate and facilitate individuals in the performance
of organizational tasks and
- a set of informal organization arrangements which are
usually neither planned nor written, but which tend
to emerge over time. These include patterns of
communication, power, and influence, values and
norms, etc. which characterize how an organization
actually functions.
This model proposed that organizations have the property of
equilibrium. At the state of equilibrium, each components of the
organizational model would be in congruence with each other.
Obviously the introduction of new technology into organization will
upset the balance of an organization. Applications of new technology
will usually lead to a redefinition and allocation of tasks,
16 D.A Nadler M.L. Tushman, A Model for Organizational Diagnosis,
Organizational Dynamics, 1980 Autumn.
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FIGURE 5










Source: Nadler, D.A., Tushman, M.L., A Model for Organizational
Diagnosis., Organizational Dynamics, 1980 Autumn
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congruence among the four components is therefore reduced. Without
planning for corresponding changes in the other components, problems
may arise that would cancel out the initial changes made by the
introduction of new technology.
6.3 Problems Caused by Major Organizational Changes
With the introduction of new office technology, there will be new
definitions and allocation of tasks. The equilibrium of the
organization is disturbed. There are three major problems caused by
organizational changes. First is the problem of resistance to change
which relates to the attitude of individual member of an organization.
Changes cause anxiety through increased uncertainty. A change that is
imposed on individuals may reduce their sense of autonomy. People
with vested interest in the status quo obviously resist change.
Others may resist change because they truely believe that the way
things are done is better than the proposed way. Applied to the case
of office automation, this last point threatens the basic contention
that office automation is inevitable.
Are information workers, especially the managers, really need an
automated office? John P. Kotter, professor of organizational
behavior at the Havard Business School, will argue no. At least for
the higher level managers, this is the case. In an article called
What Effective General Managers Really Do (17), Kotter suggested
17 J.P. Kotter, What Effective General Managers Really Do, Harvard
Business Review, November 1982, page 156-167. This article
is in the same issue of HBR as Poppel t s Who Needs the Office of
the Future?. It is interesting that two articles having totally
different conclusions on the same issue appeared in a series.
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that the actual managerial behaviour is characterized by long hours,
fragmented episodes, and oral communication. Actual behaviour, as a
study of successful general managers shows, looks less systematic,
more informal, less reflective, more reactive, less well organized,
and more frivolous than a student of strategic planning systems, MIS,
or organizational design would ever expect. (18)
The second problem concerns organizational control. Change
disrupts the normal course of events within an organization. Existing
systems of management control are rendered inappropriate. As goals,
stuctures, and people shift, it becomes difficult to monitor
performance and make corrections as in normal control process.
The third problem is power. Any organization is a political
system made up of different individuals, groups and coalitions
competing for power. The uncertainty ccreat d by change creates
ambiguity which probably will increase the level of political
activity.
6.4 Lessons to be Learned
Different problems lead to different consideration. Introduction
of new office technology may not be a clean and straight-forward task.
Strategies must be derived to implement the changes. Actions must be
taken to motivate individual to change. The process of change must be
properly managed and the political dynamics of change must be shaped.
For more complex organizations, the problems caused by office
automation would be more complicated. This is one of the reasons why
18 Kotter, page 156.
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the "electronic revolution" in our offices is so slow to come. As an
investor in any office automation business, one must understand the
complex problems involved. Otherwise the products or sevices provided
to the customers may not be effectively integrated into the
organizations and their business processes. With a lack of interest
in these issues, growth of OA business may well be hindered since
customer needs are not properly taken care of.
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Chapter 7
MARKET PROFILE OF HONG KONG
In order to gain a feel of the market situation, the competition
and market environment in the office automation fields in Hong Kong
will be discussed in this chapter. This profile is the result of both
personal interviews and newspaper reading. At present, the office
automation market is more or less product-oriented. Companies in the
business are usually agents of a line of products, be it word
processor, micro-computer, filing system, or message switching system.
A few companies are now changing to a systems approach. One of the
more notable examples is Wang which claims itself to be the office
automation computer company. Another example is the GEC group of
companies which recently reorganised to form one company that will
market integrated systems which include computing, telecommunications,
and word processing functions.
Table 8 shows the number of firms in the computer industry. In
1981, there were a total of 84 hardware suppliers. Products offered
range from mainframe computers and superminis to personal computers
and word processors. In 1982, this number rose to 147, a 75 percent
increase from the previous year. The number of peripheral suppliers
had also increased to 66 at the end of 1982 as compared with 36 in
1981. The number of consultancy and software houses had also
experienced a growth similar to that of hardware suppliers. The
number of consultancy and software houses increased from 68 in 1981 to
108 in 1982, a 59 percent growth. Growth in the number of firms in
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TABLE 8
NUMBER OF FIRMS IN THE COMPUTER BUSINESS
1982Type of company 1981




Consultancy Software 108 68
Computer Bureau 30 28
Data Preparation 13 9
Training 27 17
Recruitment 16 11
Note: A company may be involved in two or more types of business,
Source: Asian Computer Yearbook 1983, Asian Computer Monthly,
Hong Kong, 1983
computer environment, media, data preparation, training, recruitment
and computer bureau are less marked.
The growing trend once again suggests that many organisations in
Hong Kong are now computerizing certain standard routine function in
their office like accounting, order processing, sales analysis, or
invoice preparation. The primary concern of these systems is to
generate information which is only a small part of the office
activities. A truely automated office will also utilize the computer
power in, the other areas of information processing like communicating,
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storage, retrieving, organizing, modifying and gathering.
In the following sections, the writers will look at the




By far, word processing is the central figure in the field of
office automation. Word processing is easy to implement in the office
environment. As the marketing manager of a Hong Kong computer company
has said, word processing and data processing are the two technologies
that provide the easy entry for newly initiated organization into
office automation business (19). By this he meant the use of word
processing system to replace the typewriters. This word processing
oriented office automation is obviously still a long way from the kind
of office automation the writers are talking about in this report.
However many people have mistakenly conceived that the replacement of
typewriter with word processor is all there is for office automation.
Since the attitude toward office automation is still very
conservative in Hong Kong, most of the word processor sold are on a
standalone basis. Moreover, each machine comes with it a set of
unique operating commands. Therefore one has to go through a process
of re-learning when shifting from one machine to another manufactured
by a different company.
19 South China Morning Post, November 9, 1982, page 13.
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7.1.2 Market Size and Penetration
Official statistics on the market size for word processors in
Hong Kong are not available. We can only get a proxy of the market
size from other sources. From January to August, the number of
electrical typewriters imported was 12.129 units, while that of
non-electrical one was 9 5, 316 units (see Table 9). Assuming word
processors have now obtained a penetration of around 2% (as compared
with 7% in 1979 in the United States) of the typewriter market
(approximately 160,000 units in 1982). The number of word processors
sold in 1982 was around 3200 units. Based on an average price of
HK$50,000 per unit, the size of the word processor market was around
HK$160 million in 1982.
7.1.3 Competition
Even though the market is growing, it is already crowded with
suppliers. Paul Ho, the Marketing Manager of Wang Pacific Ltd., had
stated that the cost of computer technology is dropping at the rate of
around 15 percent per year (20). Vendors can afford to quote lower
prices. Through price competition, the profit margin in the market
would continue to shrink.
Competition in the word processor market is so keen that nearly
every hardware supplier in the business offer a line of word
processors. More famous models include IBM's display writer, Wang's
WPS series CPT, AES's Alphaplus, Philips P5003, XEX PC-1001 and
Lo2ica's VTS 2200.
?0 P. Ho, Wang Pacific Limited, Hong Kong, Interview, 26 July 1983.
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TABLE 9
IMPORT STATISTICS OF OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Amount(in '000)Quantity (in units)
1982 Jan-Aug 1981 Jan-Aug % change 1982 Jan-Aug 1981 Jan-Aug % change
12,129 +1510,553Electrical typewriter 31,403 +3024,106
-19
-1495,316Non-electric typewriter 117, 049 37,157 43,150
1, 677 +11Pocket calculator ('000 units) 1,510 87, 087 +1186,300
143 +15Other electronic calculator ('000 units) 124 38,974 27,500 +42
-5Cash register 3,610 3, 7 88 71329 6.%925 +6
Copier 9, 090 5,711 +59 85)677 +4459,533
Other duplicating machine 1,022 +104500 6,179 4,060 +52
Source: Hong Kong Monthly Trade Statistics, 1982, Hong Kong Government
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7.1.4 Opportunities
With the price of a word processing unit decreasing and the
peculiar attitude towards new technologies, standalone word processor
will still prevail for a while in Hong Kong. However the operating
cost of a standalone word processor is very high and this will not add
much to work efficiency, multi-terminal networks would be the real
cream of the market. By connecting a number of terminals into a
network, valuable resources like printers and disk memories can be
shared. Operating cost can therefore be lowered. Moreover the
network will make possible inter-department or inter-terminal
communication and the setting up of an internal database for keeping
files that may need to be referred by several departments.
This type of networked word processing system can be used as the
base of information exchange. By connecting the system with a talex
line, any word processor can become a telex terminal. With a control
terminal, telex messages can be electronically posted to the people
who need them. This is exactly the facilities offered by Of ficema to
System developed in the Cable Wireless Systems Ltd.. However
Officemate started with a perspective on how to streamline the telex
operations in a large organisation. The concept of networked word
processing systems deal with the broader scope of office automation.
Another attractive characteristic of word processor networks is
the possibility of slowly building up the whole system. Top
management may decide to test the idea by placing a few word
processors in various office location: within the organization and
build up the whole system gradually. The network can have virtually
an unlimited number of terminals or devices attached to it as far as
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the network cable can go.
Another opportunity in this area is the possible improvement in
the operating system of word processors. Many word processors
available in the market come with very difficult to read operation
manuals. A user friendly or menu driven operating system will ease
usage. Users will not need to memorize lists of commands. They just
need to follow the instructions on the screen and make their choice,
and can easily get their work done. The availablility of such a
features or some other advance man-machine interface such as voice
recognition in a word processing system would surely be an advantage
in marketing.
7.1.5 Conclusion
Since word processing is the backbone of an automated office, any
newcomer to the OA business will need to offer its own word processing
systems. In Hong Kong competition in the word processor market is
already very keen. Nevertheless, such competition needs to be
tolerated. There is a trend that word processors and micro computers
will eventually merge into a workstation. The workstation would be
multifunctional, with word processing, communication, computing and
many other useful facilities. Therefore the real market opportunity




The central figure of the computing machine market in Hong Kong
should be micro-computers and the software packages developed for
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them. Micro-computers are a booming market in Hong Kong. The market
can be divided into three segments: (a) home (b) semi-business (c)
business. At present, the low cost Atari and fake Apple II has
occupied most of the share in the home computer market. People use
home computer to play video games and for some small. applications like
home budgeting or filing. The semi-business market includes those
executives who appreciate the power of a computer and want to own one
for personal use. They may put the computer in their working place
but most of them do not know how to exploit the tremendous computing
power in their hands. The business computer markets are those who buy
the computer for business applications. Currently, a micro-computer
system costs about HK$30,000. Therefore many organisations which
cannot afford mini-computers, are using micro-computers to develop
their own management information systems.
The communicating capacities of most micro-computers now in use
are under-utilized. Not because it is impossible, but because few
users are aware of its feasibility or know how to apply these
communication features. Another characteristic of the market is that
most of the software available is now developed in the Western
countries. They may not be suitable for Hong Kong. For example,
accounting which needs to handle Japanese YEN cannot be due with in
programs using Microsoft BASIC since the numbers can get too large.
Now more and more business application software is developed locally.
7.2.2 Market Size and Penetration
Again official statistics on the market size of micro-computers
are not available. We can only get some estimates from people in the
business. Although import statistics of computers in 1982 and 1981
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TABLE 10
IMPORT STATISTICS OF COMPUTERS
Amount('000)Quantity(unit)
1982 1981 1982change 1981 change
Digital Data Processor +1205,031 2,283 231,108 +65139,643
+115Digital CPU 15,502 7,224 61.11789,437 +46
Parellel control
61,440 35,227 +74Interface unit 241,166415,904 +72
-65 -54Other computer 142 406 15,550 34,002
-211,114,831 1,416,865Computer parts
Computer accessories 137,740 +11464,301
Total 2,004,570 1,957, 154 +2
Source: Hong Kong Monthly Trade Statistics, 1982, Hong Kong Government.
are available (see Table 10), it is not possible to differentiate
which figures are for micro-computers. The total import of computers
amounts to HK$2 billion in 1982 and HK$1.9 billion in 1981,
representing a growth rate 2 percent.
An expert in the business has estimated there are about 10,000
business micro-computer systems in use (21). He predicted another
10,000 units will be sold in 1984. If this is true and at a selling
21 P. Ho,, Wang Pacific Limited, Hong Kong, Interview, 26 July 1983.
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price of HK$20,000 to HK$40,000, the markets can be any where between
HK$200 to HK$400 million in 1983. Moreover, Mr. P.K. Poon of the Wang
Pacific Ltd. has predicted that business personal computers may reach
a sales of HK$1 billion within 3 years' time.
7.2.3 Competition
The booming market has attracted many suppliers that want to make
a quick profit and quit. The market is therefore highly competitive.
Suppliers which offer micro-computers as one of their products include
the so-called byte shops which supply fake Apple Its and other small
computers, software houses, micro-computer retail shops and the
mainframe computer suppliers like IBM, Wang and Burroughs among
others.
There are roughly thirty different brands of micro-computers in
the market. More famous brands include IBM, Canon, Casio, BBC, Apple,
Hitachi, Burrough, Commodore, Hewlett Packard and Victor. many more.
7.2.4 Opportunities
As pointed out earlier, there is a merging trend in combining
word processing and other micro-computer functions into one
workstation. The opportunity is not in micro-computers as an
independent market. Rather, the multi-workstation network has the
real potential.
Nevertheless, there are still opportunities in micro-computers as
an independent market that remain unexplored by the competitors in the
business. For instance, the semi-business segment of the market is
not fully developed yet. In part, this is because most executives do
not know how to incorporate computing power into their everyday work.
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Sometimes computers may be put in a corner to catch dust. In other
cases, they may be used for printing mailing lists or a few
unimportant letters. Maybe our executives are too busy to discover
some creative applications of the tool or maybe the software available
now is inappropriate for their daily work. Whatever the reasons,
there exists an opportunity for people who can fill this discrepancy
by interfacing the machine with the everyday work of an executive.
Market potential is tremendous.
A somewhat related area is the under-utilization of the
communication capacity of the micro-computer. Not many
micro-computers now in use are connected to a data base, large
mainframe or other facilities through the use of a modem. In part,
this under-utilization may be caused by the lack of such services as
large public data bases or a public information exchange system in
Hong Kong. The Viewdata, electronic mailing and Datel Message
Services provided by the Hong Kong Telephone are intended to fill this
gap. However there are still many opportunities that are not yet
realized. Examples are electronic banking, electronic directory,
electronic yellow pages or even electronic stock brokerage. These are
not franchised operations by the Hong Kong Telephone. Theoretically,
anyone may provide a service that will compete with those of the
telephone company.
7.2.5 Conclusion
Eventually word processors or micro-computers will be replaced by
a multi-function workstation. Even though we cannot expect a user to
buy a whole network of workstations right away, helping an
organization to interface the machine with the everyday work of an
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executive does provide a good starting point for entry to the OA
business.
7.3 Communication
The market in this category of OA tools is one of the most
diversified and exciting markets. Hong Kong is a large international
trading and financial centre. There is a great reliance on
communications with the other parts of the world. In addition, the
findings in Chapter 4 suggested that most office work is related with
information communication. Hence efficient and effective
communication tools would be an essential part of an automated office.
7.3.1 Telex, DMS and Telex Transmission Systems
7.3.1.1 Market Characteristic/Description
Telex
At present, the major means of communication with other parts of
the world are through telex and long distance calls. Telex terminals
have already become a standard office equipment. By the end of March
1983, there were a total of 19,254 telex subscribers. In 1982, there
were a total of 35,036 thousand minutes outgoing international telex
traffic (see Table 11). Telex service is monopolized by the Cable
Wireless Limited. Most of the telex subscribers are still using the
outmoded telex terminal rented, from C W to prepare their messages.
Telex is in fact a slow and inefficient medium of communication.
Yet due to its world-wide acceptance, this inefficiency is tolerated
by its users. The telex system accept only some 40 or more symbols.
With a slow transmission rate (50 baud or 6-7 characters per second)
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TABLE 11
TELEX AND INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE TRAFFIC STATISTICS
19811982
Number of telex subscribers 18.863 16,63`
International telex traffic
(thousand of minutes)
Outward 35, 036 30, 663
Inward 37,565 37, 260
Internal telex traffic
(thousand of minutes) 20, 495 16,504
Number of leased circuits 1,630 1,550
Outward international telephone traffic 72, 509 57, 759
kNote: At a rate of HK$ 16 per minute, the revenue dervied
from outward international telex would be HK$ 560.6
million in 1982.
At an average rate of HK$ 15 per minute, the revenue
dervied from outward international telephone would be
HK$ 1,087.6 million in 1982.
Source: Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics, April 1983,
Hong Kong Government.
and the tedious procedure of tape preparation, they will eventually be
replaced by faster and more efficient teletext.
Datel Message Service
In January 1983, HKTel introduced the Datel Message Service (DMS)
which was interfaced with the Viewdata service. DMS is intended to be
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a telex substitute. DMS messages sent to U.S. and Western Europe are
about 25 percent cheaper than telex messages. Transmission rate of
DMS is much faster and the messages can be stored and forward without
the operator's attendance. The messages may be edited, filed and
retrieved using word processors or micro-computers of nearly every
brands.
At least 26 word processor vendors have started to offer DMS as
part of their word processor packages. Figure 6 shows the schematic
of DMS. The message is first sent through the local public telephone
network to the DMS computer in Hong Kong and then stored and forwarded
to DMS computers in New York or London, which will switch the messages
to their respective destinations.
DMS is a kind of asynchronous communication tools and cannot
communicate simultaneously from both side. Therefore it is only
suitable for communication with places that are located in different
time zones from Hong Kong or for communications which do not require
dialogue. There is no immediate answer back to confirm the reception
of the message. Messages cannot be sent from a telex terminal to a
DMS terminal.
Telex Transmission System
Telex transmission systems are used in conjunction with ordinary
telex terminals. They try to cope with the disadvantages of telex and
maximize the utility of the text preparation, storage and retrieval
functions of word processors. This telex transmission systems market
is of even greater potential than the DMS market. This type of
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systems can be easily upgraded to shake hands with the new teletext.
In fact, any type of word processor or micro-computer may be connected
provided that Cable and Wireless can supply the telex interface
required. One such example is the Telexma to I I telex transmission
system that work with Wang's WPS word processing system. The system
allows easy creation, storage and editing of telex messages while
eliminating the long and cumbersome process in preparation of paper
tape. The price of a telex interface unit is around HK$49, 500. Word
processors must be provided by the users or purchased separately. The
sale of the system, however, is not extremely good, less than a
hundred system has been installed since July, 1982.
Cable Wireless Systems has developed a larger system called
Officemate. Essentially it consists of a 8086 microprocessor with one
megabyte memory and a control video display unit. It can be connected
to several telex lines and a number of leased line. A multitude of
work stations can be connected to the Officemate and each can be used
as a word processor. Officemate allows easy telex preparation,
storage and retrieval. At the same time, most of the money spent in
the telex room can be saved as now the terminals are located near the
originators of the messages. In addition, messages can be sent
directly to the receiving departments by the operator on the control
VDU. The price of such a system would be US$30,000 or above. Only
large banks, finance companies and multinational firms can have such a
large volume of telex traffic to justify its installation. At the
moment only some ten systems have been installed.
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7.3.1.2 Market Size and Penetration
Telex
From Table 11, we can see that the number of telex subscribers
has increased from 16,635 in 1981 to 18,863 in 1982, representing a
growth of 13.4 percent. At the end of March 1983, this number had
already increased to 19)254. Outgoing international telex traffic had
also increased from 30,663 thousand minutes to 35,036 thousand minutes
within the same period, representing a 14.3 percent growth. The
estimated revenues derived from these outward international telexes
were around HK$560 million in 1982.
Most of the telex subscribers rent their telex terminals from
Cable Wireless. The monthly rental charge for the standard t,-lex
equipment and connection to the telex exchange centre is HK$380. If
17,000 out of the 19)254 subscribers are now renting their terminals
from C W, revenues from this source would amount to HK$77.5 million
in a year.
Datel Message Service
Since DMS has just been introduced to Hong Kong for less than a
year, information on its traffic is not yet available. At the moment,
there are some five hundred DMS subscribers. But with the effort of
the DMS marketing agent and. the various word processor vendors, the




Mr. Peter Wong, manager of the Micro-computer Systems Department
in Cable Wireless Systems Ltd., has disclosed that there were about
ten O f f icema tes in service. He went on to predict an additional sales
of 10 units in 1983. His estimation on the sales of the telex
interface unit between word processor and the telex system was from
1,000 to 2,000 units in 1983.
7.3.1.3 Competition
Telex and DMS
Telex and DMS are competing services. As most of the telex
messages are sent to countries in different time zones from Hong Kong,
the demand for on-line telex communication is not very large. DMS is
intended to substitute this part of the telex service by offering
additional advantages like ease of message preparation, flexibility in
the choice of terminals and a store and forward service.
Because Cable Wireless has just bought 35 percent of the shares
of HKTel, a senior personnel of Cable Wireless has predicted that
DMS will just be an interim measure. Teletext will be the ultimate
answer. Teletext is an internationally approved replacement for
telex, which is fully compatible with the existing international telex
network. Telex uses a dedicated network while teletext will use
telephone lines on a dial-up basis similar to the Datel Message
Service. Teletext can use the full ASCII character set, as well as a
limited set of graphic characters. In addition, its transmission rate
will be much faster. Teletext will possibly be operated jointly by
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the HKTel and Cable Wireless Negotiations are now taking place.
Telex Transmission Systems
In addition to the Officemate and the telex interface unit
offered by Cable Wireless Systems Limited, Autex 1600 offered by
Data 100 (HK) Ltd. is the only type-approved telex transmission system
in Hong Kong. However with the introduction of teletext, a
specialised telex transmission system will not be necessary. The new
service can be easily linked up with the word processor network in an
organisation.
7.3.1.4 Opportunities
If teletext is the ultimate substitute for telex, new companies
planning to enter the this sector of the :..arket should wait for the
introduction of this new service. Opportunities are not in the
service itself but in the hardware and software which support the
service. For instance, the multi-workstation network mentioned
earlier can be sold with teletext as one of the packages. By so doing
the opportunities in the various markets, such as the text and graphic
handling, number handling and this teletext markets, can be unified
into one.
7.3.2 International Direct Dial and Facsimile
7.3.2.1 Market Characteristic/Description
International Direct Dial
IDD was first introduced in March 1976. This international
direct dial service is operated jointly by the Hong Kong Telephone and
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Cable Wireless, with C W being responsibe for overseas channels
and the Hong Kong Telephone for internal connections between the
subscribers and the International Telephone Switching Centre in Cable
Wireless. In 1980, ITSC was equipped with 960 international circuit
terminations and a capacity for handling 22,000 calls per hour. In
1982, an addition of 1,000 international circuit terminations were
added. Thus the centre is now able to handle up to 271,000 calls per
hour. The IDD service is well accepted by the local companies. In
the recent three years, the average annual growth rate in the number
of outgoing IDD calls is 60 percent. The number of outgoing IDD calls
in 1980, 1981 and 1982 is 4 million, 6.5 million and 9 million
respectively. (See Table 12)
Facsimile
Facsimile was introduced to Hong Kong over ten years ago.
However until recently, there was no widespread use. In Chapter 4,
the writers noted that in the United States facsimile has already
become one of the major media of communication in term of the amount
of messages sent each year. One reason for the slow development of
the facsimile market in Hong Kong is the lack of uniform standard
among facsimile manufacturers. The machine of one manufacturer may
not be compatible with that of another manufacturer.
The Consultative Committee of International Telegraph and
Telephone (CCITT) has now passed three groups of standard for
facsimile with different transmission rate. These standards help to




HONG KONG TELEPHONE AND IDD STATISTICS
1982 1981 1980
Exchange lines






for business use 24.9 24.8 24.2
Exctiange lines/
2 7.9 26.61100 population 24.98
35.0536.81Telephone/100 pop. 32.7
Outgoing operator
assisted calls 3,698,196 3,618,757 3,440,539
(2.2) (5.2) (12.9)
Outgoing illll calls 9,004,637 6,465,738 3,970,346
(62.9)(39.3) (79.5)
Total Intl revenue
(in millions) 850.9 698.0 529.9
(21.9) (31.7) (33.1)
China-- Outgoing
traffic revenue 28.5 21.4 13.8
(33.3) (34.3) (98.7)
Figures in brackets are annual growth rates.
Sources: Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics, April 1983,
Hong Kong Government.
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Another reason that may contribute to the sluggishness of the
market is the small land area of Hong Kong. In the States, business
locations are geographically separated. There is a great need for
document transmission. Facsimiles have served this purpose well. In
Hong Kong, the small land area makes possible the exchange of original
document by hand, through messengers or courier services. Yet many of
these documents may also be delivered through facsimile at a lower
cost. Local telephone calls are toll free. Thus the cost of a
facsimile transmitted document is just the 20 to 30 cents spent on the
thermal paper.
Moreover the possibility of substituting facsimile for telex has
not been realised by most organisations in Hong Kong. For instance, a
page of A4 size paper with 60 lines of message., sent to the United
States through ordinary telex would cost about HK$50-60. On the other
hand facsimile would require only around HK$16 with a transmission
time of one minute. The price of a facsimile machine is now
approximately HK$30,000 to 70,000 depending on its transmission rate
and the features which come with the machine.
7.3.2.2 Market Size and Penetration
International Direct Dial
In 1982, there were 9 million outgoing IDD calls, 39.3 percent
more than that in 1981. The revenues from these outgoing
international telephone had reached HK$1 billion in 1982. If IDD can
maintain its average annual growth over the past three years, the
estimated number of outgoing calls in 1983 would be around 14 million.
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Facsimile
The marketing manager of an office equipment company had
estimated that there are now about 1,500 facsimile machines in Hong
Kong. (22) Table 13 shows the list of type-approved facsimile models.
Like PABX, facsimile needs to apply for type approval from the HKTel
to ensure its compatibility with the local public switching telephone
network. Twenty out of the 42 models have been approved within the
recent one and half years or so (see Table 13). There is, obviously,
a growing interest of the suppliers on the facsimile market in Hong




IDD is monopolised by the two public utilities. However
facsimile and telex service can be said to compete with IDD. Manly IDD
calls can be avoided by just sending a written message or a graphic
image to the other parties. A picture is said to be worth than a
thousand words. The potential of facsimile in this aspect remains to
be exploi ted.
22 H.C. Leung, Coleman Company Limited, Hong Kong, Interview, '29 July
1983.
79TABLE 13
AGENT WITH TYPE APPROVED FACSIMILE
AGENT No. of approved
model on hand
United Press International 1
Cable & Wireless 1
Gilman & Co. Ltd. 5
Shun Hing Electronic Trading Co. Ltd. 7
International Communication Services Ltd. 1
Olympia Office Machines (HK) Ltd. 1
Rank Xerox Ltd. 1
Iwantani Sangyo (HK) Ltd. 1
The Plessey Co. Ltd. 3
3M Far East Ltd. 1
Jardine Marketing Services Ltd. 2
Chevalier (HK) Ltd. 4
Ryoden Electric Engineering Co. Ltd. 2
Jebsen Co. Ltd. 3
Hitachi Limited 1
Coleman Business Systems (HK) Ltd. 5
Rediffusion (HK) Ltd. 2
Murihead Data Communications Ltd. 1
Total 42









Source: Hong Kong Telephone Co. Ltd.
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Facsimile
There are now 18 companies in the facsimile market (see Table
13). Competition started only within the last two years. Market
penetration is still low as contrasted with developments in Japan and
the States.
7.3.2.4 Opportunities
Facsimile represents an ideal entry market for newcomer in the OA
business. The market at present is not yet fully developed. There
is no reason why the market should remain sluggish. With more
creative application of the machine, the potential of such market can
be considerahl P.
7.3.3 PABX, Local Area Networks and Data Communication
7.3.3.1 Market Characteristic/Description
Private Automatic Branch Exchange (PABX)
PABXs are telephone systems that would handle the telephone
traffic of a large number of extensions. PABX would require fewer
telephone exchange lines than the number of extensions available for
use. Efficiency of the telephone operations in an organization is
greatly enhanced.
PABX can be classified into two types, that is electronic and
non-electronic. Under the category of electronic PABX, it can be
further subdivided into digital and analog according to the form of
signal transmission. Gradually, non-electronic PABXs are being
replaced by electronic ones which are more compact in size, much
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cheaper, more reliable and efficient. Specifically, digital PABX is
likely to prevail in the future as it represents an application of the
latest microprocessor technology and the system is therefore less
prone to error than analog ones.
PABXs sold Hong Kong need to apply for type approval from the
HKTel to check their compatibility with the local telephone network.
Until recently PABX installation and maintenance must be performed by
the engineers from HKTel. The maintenance fee charged was HK$600 per
month. Starting from July 1, 1983 onward, vendors were able to
install and maintain their own systems. This new practice is one
example of the gradual deregulation of the telecommunication market.
The many regulations on telecommunication has indirectly helped to
boost the sales of HKTel's non-franchised products. Customers are
willing to pay more for the same product from HKTel.
Data Communication Devices
Without communication ability, the power of computers will be
greatly bounded. One of the most important data communication device
is the modem which translates analog signals into digital signals or
vice versa. Many of the modems now in service are employed by the
banks to connect their central computers with terminals in their
branches. Modems for microcomputer are not widely used yet. However
more and more computers, especially mainframe and mini computers, will
offer built-in modem facitlities.
Multiplexors and packet assemblers/disassemblers are another two
data communication devices. A large portion of the data communication
in Hong Kong regards the collection of data from a number of separated
locations through a central computer. To fully utilize the
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communication channels, the messages are first packed into units.
These units of messages from the various sources are then sent through
a single channel to the central computer. Thus the cost of data
communication can be lowered. However usage of these techniques or
devices in Hong Kong is still very limited and highly specialized.
The major users are the large computer networks, such as the banks.
Local Area Network
In Hong Kong, local area networks are a relatively new concept.
As the price of terminals drop, various types of terminals will start
to proliferate in the offices. A need will, therefore, exist to
connect the various terminals together, either to share some valuable
resources or to communicate information. Several suppliers are now
testing this market in Hong Kong.
At present, the protocol for LAN has not been standardized yet.
The most common business standard is the Ethernet type of network.
LAN provides the basic structure over which a completely automated
office can be built. Many people are now watching the development of
the LAN market in Hong Kong.
7.3.3.2 Market Size and Penetration
Private Branch Exchange
As of the end of April 1983, the total number of PABXs in service
was 1,516, of which 632 were electronic ones (see Table 14).
According to the statistics of HKTel, there were 161 small electronic
PABX (140 or less extensions) being installed and 62 small non-
electronic ones being replaced in 1982. For large systems with over
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TABLE 14




(I) Less than 140 extns
Siemens ESK 400E 5/50/6 2
Siemens ESK 400E 7/30/4 3
Siemens ESK 400E 8/50/6 7
Siemens ESK 400E 10/50/6 2
Siemens ESK 400E 20/150/17 14
GTE 60 39
GTD 120 25
Stromberg Carlson E120 19
Nec Neax 12S 7
Nec Neax 12 5
Digital Tele System D120 12
Rolm VSCBX 236
Thomson PIO 3
Northern Telecom P120 76
Northern Telecom SL-IA 15
LME ASB 100 2
Mi tel SX 200 5
Total 472
(II) 140 extns over
Siemens ESK 400E 40/400/40 35
Siemens ESK 400E 60/600/36 10
Siemens ESK 3000E 10
Stromberg Carlson E800 10
Northern Telecom SL-1 (L) 24
Northern Telecom SL-1 (VL) 6
Digital Tele System D1201 10
Digital Tele System D1202 3
Philips EBX 800 2
Philips EBX 8000 2
Rolm MCBX 39
Thomson P20 5
NEC Neax 12L 2
NEC Neax 12A 1
GTD 1000 1
Total 160
Source: Hong Kong Telepone Co. Ltd.
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140 extensions, 33 electronic and 3 non-electronic systems were being
installed in the same period.
Table 15 shows the market forecast prepared by the HKTel on the
PABX market. For small electronic systems, the estimate and forecast
for new installations in 1983, 1984 and 1985 is 110) 140 and 180
respectively. Non-electronic systems would continue to fade out. For
the large electronic market, the number of new installations is
estimated to be 35, 40 and 50 in these three years. The sales of the
Superstar 22+60 system (22+60 means that the system can handle up to
22 telephone exchange lines and support up to 60 extensions) offered
by the HKTel will be around 50, 100 and 150 in the same periods.
The prices of PABX depend very much on the features provided. In
general, small systems cost about HK$150,000. Medium size systems
(with 140 to 800 extensions) cost about HK$ 600, 000. For very large
system, those with over 800 extensions, the price can easily exceed
HK$1 million (23). These are prices quoted by the HKTel. Their
prices are usually 20 percent higher than the prices of competitors in
the business.
Data Communication Devices
According to statistics of HKTel, the number of modems in service
was around four thousands in 1982, excluding those modem connected to
Cable Wireless exchanges (see Figure 7). In 1983, the estimated
number of units in service was 4,750.
23 P. Lau, Hong Kong Telephone Company Limited, Hong Kong, Interview,
19 July 1983.
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PABX TOTAL MARKET FORECAST
Actual Forecast
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
(i) 140 extns below
Electronic
Rolm VSCBX 117 79 50 70 90
Others 33 82 60 70 90




Net change 92 99 45 60 80
(ii) Over 140 extns
Electronic
Rolm MCBX 16 19 18 10 10
Neax 22SA 9 20 20
Others 18 14 8 10 20
3 4 33 35 40 50
11Non--electronic
-53 -5 -10
36Net change 37 30 4n35
(iii) Superstar 22+60 System 0 100 40
**ivote: 69 new systems have applied for network connection and will
enter the market soon.














77 78 79 80 81 82 83 Year
Source: Hong Kong Telephone Co. Ltd.
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TABLE 16
COMPARISON BETWEEN H.K. TEL. MODEM RENTAL AND MARKET STANDARD PRICE
Modem Modem Standard Current ?Modem
Speed Type Unit Price Rental
300 bps 300L HK$ 4, 260 HK$ 410
12 00 bps 1200L 4,180 415
2400 bps 24 LSI 6,670 555
4800 bps MPS 48 15,290 1,325
Source: Hong Kong Telephone Co. Ltd
The standard unit price of modem with baud rate between 300 baud
to 2,400 baud is around HK$5,000 (see Table 16). The most popular one
is the 1, 200 baud type. Most of the modems supplied by the HKTel are
on a rental basis. The rent is around HK$500 per month. If the users
are really cost conscious, they should buy instead of renting from
HKTel since payback period is only ten months.
Local Area Network
As suppliers are now only testing the market, only a few LANs
have been installed this year. LAN, however, could be a very large
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market as long as the price of terminals continues to drop. In the
United States, the LAN market is expected to grow at an annual rate of
58 percent. Installations of LAN in the States is growing at a
compound rate of 28.6 percent since 19 81.
7.3.3.3 Competition
Private Branch Exchange
Although the electronic PABX market is only at the early stage of
the product development cycle, competition has become keen. Besides
HKTel, other companies in the same business include Philips, Mitel,
Siemens, Northern Telecom, Hong Kong Communication Equipment,
Chevalier, Swedish Trading, Matlock, Infa and many more.
As the market size is not very large, most of the companies do
not specialize in marketing PABXs. The market leader is again HKTel
which offers a series of Rolm products. In the small electronic
market, HKTel has taken 50 percent of the market with its Rolm VSCBX,
Northern Telecom has a share of 19 percent and Siemens 6 percent. In
the larger electronic market, Rolm MCBX has obtained 25 percent of the
market. Siemens is the market leader in this segment of the market,
capturing 34 percent of the market. Northern Telecom has a market
share of 19 percent.
The Superstar keyline system offered by the HKTel is a highly
competitive product in the small PABX market. It can possibly obtain
much of the market within a few years' time. The system is
comparatively cheap and offers most of the features in a small PABX
system. Table 17 is a comparison between Superstar and a number of
other compatible small systems. The installation fee for Superstar is
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TABLE 17
PRICE COMPARISON BETWEEN SUPERSTAR KEYLINE SYSTEM
AND OTHER SMALL PABXS




Gold Star Keyline System
15+40 $1,089 15,000
GTE 60 PABX 660* 11,000$75)000
Philips UH 45 PABX Ditto 68, 000 20.%400
OKI AC 150 PABX Ditto 58,000 20, 500
Mitel SX100/200
Superswi tch PABX L1LLO 70,000 16,900
Payable to Hong Kong Telephone for 30 extension lines and
station maintenance
Assume that all systems in this table are connect to 10
exchange lines and 30 extension stations
Source: Hong Kong Telephone Co. Ltd.
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only HK$9,700 as compared to HK$20,500 for the OKI AC 150 PABX.
Moreover the monthly rental charge of Superstar is only HK$1,450 while
the sales price of GTE 60 PABX is HK$ 75, 000 with an additional HK$ 660
maintenance charges per month.
Data Communication Devices
Table 18 shows the market share distibution of modems as of
April, 1983. HKTel occupied the largest market share, more
specifically 52.7 percent of the market. Twenty two percent went to
IBM 3600 systems with integrated modem, 12.7 percent for Cable
Wireless Systems Ltd and 4.8 percent for Datacraft. Modems are not a
particularly competitive market as there are only a limited number of
firms in the business.
Local Area Network
Wang is now introducing its own Wangnet. There are also a number
of other hardware and LAN suppliers offering their own network
systems. For example, Toshiba offers a LAN completely based on
optical fibres with a similar performance to Xerox's Ethernet.
Racal-Milgo has also unveiled a local area network product line. As
the market is not yet fully explored, competition is not keen.
7.3.3.4 Opportunities
PABX and Local Area Networks are two of the most attractive
markets. PABX based local area networks will combine the
opportunities available in these two markets. This is a kind of low
cost networking as telephone lines already exist and are within the
reach of most office workers. Moreover the flexibility of such a
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TABLE 18
MARKET SHARE DISTRIBUTION OF MODEM AS IN APRIL 1983
Company
of market
Hong Kong Telephone 52.7
IBM 3600 or 4700 with integrated modem 22.7
Cable Wireless System Ltd % 12.7





Comtech (GDC modem) 0.7
GEC 0.3
GEC (Traffic network) 1.1
Pa radyne 0.3
OKI 0.2
Note: The modem connected to C W Exchange is excluded
Source: Hong Kong Telephone Co. Ltd.
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network would allow it to accomodate possible changes either in
physical locations or the organizational structure.
In chapter four, the writers have mentioned the possibility of
using teleconferencing to substitute the amount of travel to meetings.
In Hong Kong, teleconferencing meetings are rare. A few month ago,
Holiday Inn demonstrated the possibility of such kind of meeting.
Providing teleconferencing services in Hong Kong may be a viable
business.
Data communication is a very specialized market, entry to which
is not easy. First, a supplier needs to have the expertise. Secondly
the supplier needs to be trusted by the users. If these two
requirements can be met, consultancy services in data communication
may be a feasible business. Many organizations do have the need for
data communications. However, they may not know whether they should
use a long distance modem or a short distance one, statistical
multiplexor or packet switching and so on. Companies in the business
usually provide professional advice to their customers. Nevertheless,
in a large project it is always better to have a third party to give
advice, since the issues involved are highly technical.
7.3.4 Conclusion
The communication tools market in Hong Kong is full of
opportunities. For a newcomer to the OA business, this market segment
will be a good entry point. PABX based local area network, facsimile
and the multi-workstation network which can connect to the future
teletext service are some of the products that can initiate
organizations to begin their own office automation programs.
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7.4 Information Storage and Retrieval
7.4.1 Market Characteristic/Description
Electronic filing is the name given to this field of the office
automation business. Progress in this area does not quite match up
with the other OA areas. The local.companies still maintain physical
filing systems. The reluctance to automate may be due to a number of
reasons. First, certain transactional documents must be kept for a
period of time for legal purposes. Second, Chinese people place much
emphasis on physical records. There is a general mistrust of storing
information by electronic media as such information is not directly
readable and seems to be easily lost. Third, electronic filing
requires widespread use of computer technology in the office.
It is alos possible that the cost of electronic storage media is
still high. However for information that requires frequent updating
or retrieving, storage on floppy disks, hard disks or other peripheral
memory devices could be economically justified. In general hardware
suppliers would supply these storage devices.
With the increasing number of word processors and micro-
computers in an office, floppy disks have become the major medium of
information storage incorporated within these machines. Floppy disks
are available in the size of 5 inches and 8 inches. For a single side
and single density 5 inches diskette, up to 140 Kbyte of data, or
about 65 pages of document, can be stored. The price of a 5 inches
diskette is now around HK$15 to 25 per piece. Although the price of
floppy disks is dropping, the per page cost of storage is still high.
The average cost in storing information on floppy disk approaches
thirty cents per page. This is much more expensive than microfilm and
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microfiche storage.
An image on microfilm costs about one cent, even though the
investment on a microfilm developer may cost over HK$300, 000.
Together with a microcomputer, retrieval and reproduction of
information on the microfilm can be fast and efficient. In addition
the reading devices are very cheap and the storage space can be
greatly reduced. The microfilm filing system is ideal for storing
information that does not need to be updated frequently.
Another electronic filing device is the Winchester hard disk
unit, which in general can store up to 10 '11Ibyte of data or 6,400 pages
of document. Its advantage is the fast data transmission rate and the
convenience of not needing to change diskettes.
7.4.2 Market Size Penetration
At present, there are only about ten microfilm storage systems in
use in Hong Kong, according to the information provided by Kodak (FE)
Limited. (24) These filing systems are mostly employed by large
banks, governemnt departments and big commercial institutions. The
sales in 1983 was estimated to be around five to ten units.
Information on the market size of microdisk memories is not
available. The growth rate of microdisk memories in the United States
is 108 percent per year, and is the fastest growing technology market.
This figure may serve as a proxy measure to the potential of the
microdisk memory market in Hong Kong.
24 A. Kwok, Kodak (Far East) Limited, Hong Kong, Interview, 23 July1983.
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7.4.3 Competition
The microfilm market is dominated by Kodak. The company offers a
minicomputer based information system for the storage and retrieval of
microfilmed documents, which is called KAR-4000. Prices for the
systems start at US$70,000. While the market remains small in size,
it cannot support many competitors. Cannon and 3M have recently
introduced their own microform filing systems equipped with computer
assisted retrieval.
On the other hand, the microdisk memory market is fairly
competitive. There are more than ten brands of floppy disks in the
market, most of them are imported from the United States. Some famous
brand names include Dysan, Wabash, 3M, and Datalife.
7.4.4 Opportunities
The information storage and retrieval business in Hong Kong is
quite underdeveloped. Plenty of business opportunities are available.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to draw definite conclusions from
the information available. Much research effort is required. For
instance, in order to store information in an electronic file, the
first step is the conversion of information on a paper medium into
digital signals. Fast and efficient means are needed to facilitate
this process of media transformation. Optical character recognition
is a hopeful candidate for reducing the effort spent in recopying.
In order to promote the widespread use of electronic filing, low
cost storage, media need to be developed. Laser technolgy is a
promising solution. Data can be store on a small compact disk by
using a laser beam to perform the read and write actions.
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7.4.5 Conclusion
`Information retrieval and storage technolgy is undergoing a stage
of research and development. Many of the technologies involved are
not yet mature. Moreover the development in this area depends very
much on the other OA markets. At present, the microdisk memory market
is a promising opportunity in view of the growing number of word
processors in Hong Kong.
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Chapter 8
CUSTOMER PROFILE OF OA BUSINESS
IN HONG KONG
The office automation business in Hong Kong is still in its
infancy. Some people are still mistaking mechanization for office
automation. The proliferation of stand-alone word processors and
microcomputers is a good indication of this. This misconception,
however, also means that there is a tremendous potential in the OA
market, which is still unexplored. For those investors who plan to
enter the market and are willing to accept the uncertainties in the
market, this is a favorable sign.
It is apparent that the disparate devices which lack the
integration capability will never automate the office. Sooner or
later the value-added and integration concepts of OA will become
widely accepted in Hong Kong as the awareness of policy makers on new
Dffice technologies are raised. Other firms will have no choice if
they want to remain competitive with their counterparts in the United
states and in Hong Kong.
8.1 The Four Stages in OA Evolution
The process of adopting OA concepts can be divided into four
stages:
- Conception: Understanding the concepts and a
willingness to invest in them
- Initiation: the first few organizations that
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are willing to try out the concepts
Contagion: the rapid spreading and acceptance
among business executives
- Maturity: the OA concepts are widely accepted
as the norms and most organizations
will begin their own plans for an
integrated electronic office.
8.2 Where Are We Now
About two years ago, few people were talking about office
automation. After a series of conferences and exhibitions in the past
year or so, office automation has become a common dicussion topic
among our young and enthusiastic executives in Hong Kong. A new
magazine called the Automated Office has appeared. In the Asian
Computer Monthly, they have started the Office Automation Column. All
of these are signs indicating the diffusion of the OA concepts in Hong
Kong.
At the present moment, Hong Kong is at the very early part of the
conception stage if we are talking about an integative office
automation plan. However the applications of some individual office
technologies are well into the contagion stage. For example, the use
of business personal computers to automate certain office functions
such as accounting, sales reports generation, order processing and so
on. On the other hand, some technologies are somewhere between the
initiation and contagion stage. Some of these examples may include
facsimile, PABX or telex transmission system. There are yet other
information technologies, the application of which are between the
conception and initiation stage. One example is the local area
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networks. Figure 8 is the writers' subjective evaluation of the
market acceptance of the various office technologies.
FIGURE 8


















There are three types of organizations in term of their readiness
to accept new office technologies: (1) innovator; (2) follower; and
(3) conservative. Innovators are those firms which believe in the
benefits of OA and willing to invest in it. Followers are those firms
which are very precautious in tryping new technologies. Conservatives
are those which reject or are indifferent to the new technologies.
Most of the companies in Hong kong belong to the second type. They
are very cautious about what others are doing. They watch their
competitors very closely in order not to lose their competitive edge.
On the other hand, firms can be classified according to the
intensity of their needs for information in their office operations.
The offices of some firms are more information intensive than others,
even though most offices can be said to be information intensive. For
example, the business of a manufacturing company will not be seriously
affected even if its office runs into problems. On the other hand,
the business of a shipping firm, trading firm or brokerage firm will
be seriously hindered if information processing in their offices runs
into problems.
With these two dimensions, firms can be classified into six
catagories (see Figure 9). Those firms that fall into the shaded area
would more readily automate their offices. For investors interested
in the office automation business, they should target on these market
segments.
Nevertheless, a major obstacle in penetrating the market in Hong
Kong is the users' low awareness of the possibilities offered by the
new office technologies. Generally, firms in Hong Kong are
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FIGURE 9
SEGMENTATION OF THE POTENTIAL OA MARKET















overconcerned about cost displacement. They are not quite aware of
the fact that increased productivity of the productive office workers
and the support staff may lead to an increase in the profit level,
since productivity increases are difficult to measure and take a
longer period of time to visualize. On the other hand, cost reduction
is more readily conceivable. The situation will take several years to
change until those innovative firms begin to show their improvement in
productivity and profits, and the public become more aware of OA
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benefits. When the OA market as a whole enters the contagion and
maturity stage, there should be a real boom.
8.4 Where Are We Going To
Although there are now many firms that are trying to automate
certain operations within their offices, there is still a long way
from the integrative kind of office automation we talk about. One of
the most popular area in their office automation programs is the
computerization of the accounting procedures. It is because they are
the easiest to fit into the present business systems. The
repercussion on the organization as a whole is minimal. This first
step of office automation serves as an appetitizer. The organization
will soon discover they are underutilizing the installed hardware and
there are many areas in their offices that could be improved with the
existing technologies.
The writers suggest that the integral and value added approach to
OA, which involves an explicit plan for automating offices, will
require at least five years to become widely accepted in Hong Kong.
Within this five years, there will be more and more office products
and services introduced to Hong Kong. Most of the vendors will turn
to an integrated system approach, offering a package that would tie
together the text-preparation, communication, information retrieval
and storage, and data processing functions of the office, as that is
where the profits are.
In the coming years, the market will be flooded by individual OA-
products. More and more companies will start to automate their
standard routine operations. On the other hand, large companies, like
banks and multinational firms will take the lead in experimenting with
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the integration and value--added concepts of office automation. The
first step towards a fully automated office will require considerable
committment on the part of the top management. Only large companies
will have the needs to justify such cost.
Most likely, the innovators are among the American multinational
banks and trading companies. The experience of their parent companies
in the United States can be transplanted or adapted to the Hong Kong
environment. The only doubt about the potential of this market
segment is that the purchase decision power may be in the hand of the
company's headquarters in the United States. Yet more and more
multinational firms have set up their regional headquarters in Hong
Kong. If the decision power is placed in the hands of these regional
offices, these multinational firms will constitute an attractive
target market.
The followers in the direction of office automation will possibly
be the expanding local Chinese managed firms. The younger its
management and the faster the company is expanding, the more likely a
company will experiment with the integration and value-added concepts
of OA. However, before these Chinese firms join the movement with
those multinational firms, they will first automate certain routine
office functions. Personnel with computer or information system
background will join the companies in this transition period.
Management will become more aware of the technological developments
and the possibilities of OA.
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8.5 Survey Findings
To get an in-depth understanding of the customer needs in the
office operations, a questionnaire survey to two hundred leading
companies in Hong Kong was conducted. The methodology of the survey
was discussed in Chapter 2. This section presents the analysis from
the questionnaires returned.
Cross tabulation was the major tool used in the analysis. As the
purpose of this study is to identify the profiles of potential
customers in different industries, all other variables will be
cross-tabulated against industry.
8.5.1 Response Rate of-the Questionnaires
Of the 200 sets of questionnaires mailed out, 45 were returned,
representing a response rate of 22.5 percent. Table 19 shows that the
number of questionnaires returned from the three categories of
industry- Trading, Finance and Manufacturing-° were 21, 18 and 6
respectively. As the amount of questionnaires assigned to each of
them are 97, 76, 27, the response rates from them were 21.7, 23.7 and
22.2 percent respectively, or approxiamtely the same as the overall
average rate.
8.5.2 Word and Graphic Processing
From the tabulation in Table 20, it is found that manual and
electric typewriters are still the major text handling tools used in
the offices in Hong Kong. Table 21 further shows that over 46.7
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TABLE 19
FREQUENCY TABLE OF RESPONDENTS IN EACH OF THE INDUSTRIES
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ F REQ
CATEGORY LARET. CODE FREQ (PCT)(PCT) (PCT)
TRADING 1. 21 46.7 46.7 46.7
FINANCE 2. 18 40.0 40.0 86.7
MANUFACTURING 3. 6 13.3 13.3 100.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
TABLE 20
FREQUENCY TABLE OF RESPONDENTS USING MANUAL
ELECTRIC OR CORRECTING TYPEWRITER
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATFC,C)PY T.A RFT. CODE (PT'FREQ (PCT) (PCT
YES 1. 39 86.7 86.7 86.7
Nn 2. 6 13.3 13.3 100.0
TOTAL inn n45 100.0
45
106TARTY 71
NUMBER OF WORD PROCESSORS BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING FINANCE MANUFACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
TOT PCT to 2. 3.
WORDPROC
1. 8 9 4 21
0 38.1 42.9 46.719.0
38.1 50.0 66.7
17.8 20.0 8.9
2 9 8 1 18
1 50.0 44.4 5.6 40.0
42.9 44.4 16.7
20.0 17.8 2.2
3. 0 0 J. 1
3-5 0.0 0.0 100.0 2.2
0.0 0.0 16.7
0.0 0.0 2.2
4, 0 I 0 1
6-10 0.0 100.0 0.0 2.2
0.0 5.6 0.0
0.0 2.2 0.0
5. 4 0 0 4
OVER 10 100.0 0.0 0.0 8.9
19.0 0.0 0.0
8.9 0.0 0.0
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
percent of the respondents had not yet installed any word processing
system in their offices. From the same table, it can be noted that
only 13.3 percent of the respondents had more than one word processing
system in their offices. In other words, the market penetration of
word processing systems is fairly low in Hong Kong.
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TABLE 22
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS DEMANDING TI14ELY REPORTS BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING FINANCE MANUFACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
1.TOT PCT 2. 3.
TIME REPO
1. ID 9 3 27
YE S 55.6 33.3 11.1 60.0
71.4 50.0 50.0
33.3 20.0 6.7
2. 0 9 3 18
NO 33.3 50.0 16.7 40.0
28.6 50.0 50.0
13.3 20.0 6.7
COLUMN 21 16 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
Table 22 shows that 60 percent of the respondents, who were
managers of the companies, felt that timely reports were essential to
the success of their businesses. In the trading industry, the
percentage of respondents demanding timely reports was as high as 71.4
percenct.
In Table 23, over thirty-three percent of the respondents thought
that the text preparation activities should be improved. The
percentage of respondents in Trading industry demanding better text
services was 47.6 percent, which was also higher than the other two
industries.
On the other hand, Table 24 shows that 33.3 percent of the
respondents, who were secretaries in the companies, felt that their
typing load was too heavy. The percentage of the above feeling in the
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TABLE 23
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS INTERESTING IN IMPROVING
THE TEXT PREPARATION ACTIVITIES BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING FINANCE MANUF ACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
TOT PCT 1. 2.
TEXT
1. 10 4 1 15
YES 66.7 26.7 6.7 33.3
47.6 22.2 16.7
22.2 8.9 2.2
2. 11 14 5 30
NO 36.7 46.7 16.7 66.7
52.4 77.8 83.3
24.4 31. 1 11.1
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
TABLE 24
NUMBER OF SECRETARIES REPORTING A HEAVY
TYPING LOAD BY INDUSTRY
INDUS TRY
COUNT
INANCEROW PCT TRADING MANUFACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
TOT PCT 1, 2.1 3
TYPLOAD
1. 8 6 1 15
YES 53.3 40.0 6.7 33.3
38. 1 33.3 16.7
17.8 13.3 2.2
2. 13 12 5 30
NO 43.3 40.0 16.7 66.7
61.9 66.7 83.3
28.9 26.7 11. 1





Trading industry was 35.1 percent, which was again higher than the
other two industries.
As to graphics services, Table 25 shows that 57.1 percent of
respondents in the Trade industry used outside graphic services while
only 22.2 percent of respondents in the Finance industry used outside
graphics services. The percentage in the Manufacturing industry was
16.7 percent, which was the lowest among the three industries.
TABLE 2 5
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS USING OUTSIDE GRAPHICS SERVICES BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING FINANCE MANUFAC'I ROW
COL PCT TTDTA7 TOTAL
TOT PCT 1, 2, 3.
GRAPCOMP
1. 12 4 1 17
YES 70.6 23.5 5.9 37.8
57.1 22.2 16.7
26.7 8.9 2.2
2. 9 14 285
NO 32.1 50.0 17.9 62.2
42.9 77.8 83.3
20.0 31.1 11.1
COLUMN 2 1 lU 6 45
TOTAL 46,' 40.0 13.3 100.0
In conclusion, the market penetration of word processing systems
in Hong Kong is still fairly low. Most of the Managers feel that
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timely reports are essential to the survival of their businesses, thus
better text preparation activities are welcome. However, most of the
secretaries, especially those in the Trading industry, feel that their
typing loads are already very heavy. It seems that word processing
systems are the only solution to the dilemma between managers and
secretaries. The above findings suggest that the market of word and
graphics processing system will continue to boom in the near future.
In particular, the Trading industry and the Finance industry will be
the major buyers of these tools.
8.5.3 Data Processing
Table 26 shows that 60 percent of the respondents had not yet
installed any micro-computer in their offices. Eight percent of the
respondents had installed one to two micro-computers while 6 percent
Df them had installed three to five micro-computers. The remained 4
percent had more than five micro-computers in their office.
In Table 27, it can be found that none of the respondents in
trading industry employed outside computer services while there were
respectively 22.2 and 16.7 percent of respondents in Finance industry
and Manufacturing industry employing outside computer services. The
reason is that the Trading industry only needs to do some simple
calculations while the Finance industry must have access to some high
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level mathematical or statistical analyses.
In conclusion, the market for data processing systems is still in
its infancy. Major buyers are large companies in the Finance industry
and Manufacturing industry.
TABLE 2
NUMBER OF MICROCOMPUTERS BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING FINANCE MANUFACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
TOT PCT 1. 2. 3.
MICRON()
1. 9 13 5 27
0 33.3 48.1 18.5 60.0
42.9 72.2 83.3
I? n n 28.9 11.1
20 4 3 1 8
1-2 50.0 37.5 12.5 17.8
19.0 16.7 16.7
8.9 6.7 2.2
3, 4 2 0 6
3-5 66.7 33.3 0.0 13.3
19.0 11.1 0.0
8.9 4.4 0.0
4. 4 U 0 4
OVER 5 0000 0.0 0.0 8.9
19.0 0.0 0.0
8.9 0.0 0.0
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
46.7TOTAL 40.0 13.3 L 00.0
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TABLE 27
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS USING OUTSIDE COMPUTER TIME
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING FINANCE MANUFACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
TOT PCT 1. 2. 3.
COMPUTIM
1. 0 4 1 5
YES 0.0 80.0 20.0 11.1
0.0 22.2 16.7
0.0 8.9 2.2
2. 21 14 5 40
NO 52.5 35.0 12.5 88.9
100.0 77.8 83.3
46.7 31.1 11.1
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
8.5.4 Communication
8.5.4.1 Telex/Telex Transmission System
Table 28 shows that 83.3 percent of respondents in the
Manufacturing industry had not yet installed any telex system in their
offices while the percentages of respondents in the Trading industry
and Finance industry were respectively 23.8 and 33.3 percent. The
reason may be due to the fact that most companies in Trading industry
or Finance industry have to keep close and timely contacts with their
foreign clients.
From the above findings, it can be deduced that the market for
telex/telex transmission systems has still not fully matured,
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TABLE 28
NUMBER OF TELEX/TELEX SYSTEMS BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING FINANCE MANUFACT ROW
COL PCT 11R T NC COT 4L
TOT PCT to 2. 3. I
TELEXLIN
1. 5 6 5 16
0 31.3 37.5 31.3 35.6
23.8 33.3 83.3
11.1 13.3 11. 1
2, 15 10 1 26
1-2 57.7 38.5 3.8 5.8
71.4 55.6 16.7
33.3 22.2 2.2
3. t 2 0 3
3-5 33.3 66.7 0.0 6.7
4.8 11.1 0.0
2.2 4.4 0.0
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
Z.L F, 7TOTAL 40.0 13.3 100.0
especially in the manufacturing sector. It can be expected that the
demand for telex/telex transmission system will rapidly rise in the
Manufacturing sector since there is a tendency for the local
manufacturers to get direct contacts with their foreign customers.
8.5.4.2 Private Automatic Branch Exchange System
Tables 29 and 30 show that only about 20 percent of secretaries
and managers felt that daily outgoing phone calls were one of the
major problem areas that repeatedly interfered with the effective
performance of their jobs. However, from Tables 31 and 32, it is
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TABLE 29
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS- SECRETARIES-- FINDING PROBLEMS
IN OUTGOING PHONE CALLS BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING FINANCE MANUFACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
TOT PCT 1. 2. I 3.
OUTPHONE
1. 5 5 0 10
VS 50.0 50.0 0.0 22.2
23.8 27.8 0.0
11.1 11.1 0.0
2. 16 13 6 35
NO 45.7 37. 1 17.1 77.8
76.2 72.2 100.0
35.6 28.9 13.3
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
TABLE 3 0
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS- MANAGERS- FINDING PROBLEMS
IN OUTGOING PHONE CALLS BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT FRADING FINANCE MANUFACT ROW
COL PCT UR I NG TOTAL
TOT PCT I. 2. 3.
OUTPHON
1. 5 3 0 8
YES 62.5 37.5 0.0 17.8
23.8 16.7 0.0
11.1 6.7 0.0
2. 16 15 6 37
NO 43.2 40.5 16.2 82.2
76.2 83.3 100.0
35.6 33.3 13.3
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
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TABLE 31
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS- SECRETARIES- FINDING PROBLEMS
IN INCOMING PHONE CALLS BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING FINANCE MAN OF ACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
TOT PCT 1. 2. 3.
INPHONE
1. 10 9 21
YES 47.6 42.9 9.5 46.7
47.6 50.0 33.3
22.2 20.0 4.4
2. 11 9 4 24
NO 45.8 37.5 16.7 53.3
52.4 50.0 66.7
24.4 20.0 8.9
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
TABLE 32
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS- MANAGERS- FINDING PROBLEMS
IN INCOMING PHONE CALLS BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING FINANCE MANUFACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
TOT PCT 1. 2. 3.
INPHONE
1. 9 7 2 18
YES 50.0 38.9 11.1 40.0
42.9 38.9 33.3
20.0 15.6 4.4
2. 12 11 4 27
NO 44.4 40.7 14.8 6000
57.1 61.1 66.7
26.7 24.4 8.9
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 100.013.3
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found that more than 40 percent of the secretaries and managers felt
that daily incoming phone calls were one of the major problem areas.
Table 33 further shows that 24.4 percent of the managers were
interested in making efficient use of telephone lines.
TABLE 33
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS DEMANDING EFFICIENT USE
OF TELEPHONE LINES BY INDUSTRY
CNDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT T TRAnTN1 FINANCE MANUFACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
TOT PCT 1, 2. 3.
EFFTELIN
1, 8 2 1 11
YE 72.7 18.2 9.1 24.4
38. 1 11.1 16.7
17.8 4.4 2.2
2. 13 16 D 34
NO 38.2 47.1 14.7 75.6
61.9 88.9 83.3
28.9 35.6 11.1
COLUMN z1 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
Tables 34 and 35 present data on telephone and PABX. Over 66
percent of the respondents had more than ten telephone extensions in




NUMBER OF TELEPHONE EXTENSIONS BY INDUSTR'
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING FINANCE MANUFACT Row
COL PCT URING TOTA
2.TOT PCT 1. 3.
TELEXTEN
1. 4 U 1 5
0 80.0 0.0 20.0 11.1
19.0 0.0 16.7
8.9 0.0 2.2
2. 1 3 0 4
1-2 25.0 75.0 0.0 8.9
4.8 16.7 0.0
2.2 6.7 0.0
3. U 2 3 5
3-5 0.0 40.0 60.0 11.1
0.0 11.1 50.0
0.0 4.4 0.7
4. U 0 1 1
6-10 0.0 0.0 100.0 2.2
0.0 0.0 16.7
0.0 0.0 2.2
5s 16 lj 1 30
OVER 10 53.3 43.3 3.3 66.7
76.2 72.2 16.7
35.6 28.9 2.2
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
In conclusion, as many managers and secretaries regard the
incoming and outgoing phone calls as major problem areas, it can be
expected that more and more offices will update their existing
telephone systems with PABX.
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TABLE 35
NUMBER OF PABXS BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING FINANCE MANOFACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
TOT PCT 1. 2. I 3.
PABX
1. 11 10 6 27
0 40.7 37.0 22.2 60.0
52.4 55.6 100.0
24.4 22.2 13.3
2. 10 8 0 18
1-2 55.6 44.4 0.0 40.0
47.6 44.4 0.0
22.2 17.8 0.0
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
8.5.4.3 Facsimile
Table 36 shows that only 22.2 percent of the respondents had
installed fascimile or telecopier in their offices. Thirty-eight
percent of the respondents had installed one to two systems in their
offices while only 11.1 percent of the respondents in the Finance
industry had equipped their offices with facimiles or telecopiers.
From the same table, it can be note that none of the respondents in
the Manufacturing industry had installed such a system.
It can be deduced from the above findings that the market for
facsimile in Hong Kong is still in its infancy. Major buyers are in
the Trade and Finance industries.
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TABLE 3 6
NU11BER OF FACSIMILES OR TELECOPIERS BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING FINANCE MANUFACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
TOT PCT I. 2. 3
FACSINO
1. 13 16 6 35
0 37.1 45.7 17.1 77.8
61.9 88.9 100.0
28.9 35.6 13.3
2. 8 2 0 10
1-2 80.0 20.0 0.0 22.2
38.1 11.1 0.0
17.8 4.4 0.0
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
TABLE 37
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS FINDING PROBLEMS IN RETRIEVING
FILES OF INFORMATION BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PC T TRADING FINANCE MANUFACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
TOT PCT 1. 2. 3.
INFORETR
1. b 5 2 13
YES 46.2 38.5 15.4 28.9
28.6 27.8 33.3
13.3 11.1 4.4
2. 15 13 4 32
NO 46.9 40.6 12.5 71.1
71.4 72.2 66.7
33.3 28.9 8.9
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
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8.5.5 Information Storage and Retrieval
Tables 37 through 40 are related to information storage and
retrieval. About 30 percent of the respondents found problems in
retrieving files of information. The main problem was that nobody or
only a few knew where the information was. Many of the respondents
also stated that files were always misplaced.
TABLE 38
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS SEEING THE MAJOR PROBLEM IN RETRIEVING
INFORMATION AS NOBODY OR ONLY A FEW OF THEM KNOW
WHERE THE INFORMATION IS BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING FINANCE MANUFACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
TOT PCT 1. 2. 3.
RETRINO
I 11 6 4 21
YES 52.4 28.6 19.0 46.7
52.4 33.3 66.7
24.4 13.3 8.9
2. 10 12 2 24
NO 41.7 50.0 8.3 53.3
47.6 66.7 33.3
22.2 26.7 4.4
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
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NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS SEEING THE MAJOR PROBLEM IN RETRIEVING
INFORMATION AS THE MISPLACEMENT OF FILES BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
CO UNT
ROW PC T TRADING FI NA,NC E MANUF AC T KUW
COL PCT URING TOTAT.
TOT PCT to 2. 3.
MISPLACE
1. 5 6 4 15
YES 33.3 40.0 26.7 33.3
23.8 33.3 66.7
11,1 13.3 8.9
2. 16 12 2 30
NO 53.3 40.0 6.7 66.7
76.2 66.7 33.3
35.6 26.7 4.4
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
TABLE 40
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS FINDING PROBLEMS IN
GENERAL MAINTENANCE OF' FILES BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT TRADING INANCE MANUFACT ROW
COL PCT URING TOTAL
TOT PCT 91. 3.
GENMAINT
1. 6 3 2 11
YES 54.5 27.3 18.2 24.4
28. 6 16.7 33.3
13.3 6.7 4.4
2, 15 15 4 34
NO 44.1 44.1 11.8 75.6
71.4 83.3 66.7
33.3 33.3 8.9
COLUMN 21 18 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
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Table 40 shows that 24.4 percent of the respondents felt that the
general maintenance of files was one of the major problem areas which
interfered with the effective performance of their jobs. From Table
41, it is found that over 50 percent of the respondents were
interested in finding a more reliable filing system.
TABLE 41
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS DEMANDING A MORE
RELIABLE FILING SYSTEM BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
COUNT
ROW PCT C TRADING FINANCE MANUFAC` ROW
C')L PCT URING TOTAL
1OT PCT 1. 2. 3.
FILERELI
1. 13 8 3 24
YES 54.2 33.3 12.5 53.3
61.9 44.4 50.0
28.9 17.8 6.7
2. 8 10 3 21
NO 38,1 47.6 14.3 46.7
38. 1 55.6 50.0
17,8 22.2 6.7
COLUMN L1 10 6 45
TOTAL 46.7 40.0 13.3 100.0
In conclusion, quite a number of office workers find difficult in
retrieving files of information. Therefore, the market for




In Chapter 3 and 4, the writers have talked about the
classification of the various information technologies and the world
trends in office automation. The theme is on the value-added and
integration concepts of office automation. Office automation will
help information workers to do a better job by applying computer or
communication-based information tools. The integration of a variety
of office technologies is required.
In Chapter 5 and 6, the writers have explored the economics of
office automation and the various behavioral and organizational issues
involved. With the availability of new office technologies, changes
in the office environemnt are inevitable if the productivity of office
workers, both the clerical and non-clerical alike, are to be
increased. Nevertheless, changes must be carefully managed before the
office automation plans can be successfully implemented.
In Chapter 7 and 8, the writers went on to analyze the situation
in Hong Kong. Although many office technologies are available now,
Hong Kong is only in the early conception stage of the integrated
approach to office automation. The real potential of the market has
not yet been reached. The integration and value-added concept of
office automation will probably need five to seven years to become
accepted by management in Hong Kong. At the moment, sellers are
marketing individual products and the customers are satisfied with
trying the disparate, independent office equipment.
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From these analysis, the writers conclude that a prosperous
supplier in the future office automation business in Hong Kong will be
one which sell 'solutions' rather than 'products' to customers. The
solution would be an integration of the office technologies
tailor-made to suit the requirements of the client and complete with
the strategies for implementing the changes.
However, at this stage the awareness of corporate customers on
the potential of office automation is still low in Hong Kong.
Attitude towards new technology is also quite conservative. A
newcomer to the business should first get a strong footing in the
market and then gradually evolve into a solution-oriented supplier.
To gain a position in the office automation, head on competition
should be avoided. There are now many suppliers marketing stand-alone
office equipment. This approach will not be profitable in the future
office automation market. The writers' recommendation would be to
enter the market as an office consultancy firm. By so doing, an image
of a solution oriented company can be established.
Consultancy service may be used as a selling strategy. A purely
consultancy firm in office automation is not the right kind of
operation at this time. To maintain profitability, the new company
need to provide both professional advice to the clients and also earn
commisssions by selling office products. As the writers have
mentioned in Chapter 7, some of the products that will sell at this
time include networks of workstations with both word and data
processing functions, facsimile, PABX based local area networks,
teleconferencing and electronic filing systems.
This recommendation is based on the analysis in the earlier
chapters. Due to the limitations inherent in this study, much of the
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information concern about the market situation is very sketchy.
Moreover, there is a lack of publicized market surveys in Hong Kong.
To arrive at more detailed strategies for setting up a new company in
Hong Kong's office automation business, research is still required.
For instance, the organizational structure and the business plan of
the new company need to be determined, the attitude of the customers
towards such kind of consultancy service need to be understood, and
more information about the various product markets also need to be
compiled. It is advisable to have a look at the organization and
approach of the office automation consultancy firms and office
equipment suppliers in the United States. The developments in the
United States are usually four to five years ahead of us.
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INTERVIEW GUIDE---- SUPPLIERS
1. What kinds of services and products does your company now
provide? (Can I have the catalog, price-lists or brochures.)
2. Who are the customers of your company?
Does your company have clearly defined target markets?
3. How do you sell your products? For example, through advertising
where potential customers call you up or through personal
selling.
4. How does your company decide who are your potential customers?
5. What are the li,a jo r problems encountered in the marketing of
the products or services?
6. What is your estimate of the size of the market that your
company is it?
7. Who do you consider as your competitors?
8. What are your company°s differential advantages over your
competitors?
9. What is your conception of the modern trend of office automation?
What do you consider as the necessary equipment or services that
would become essential in the office of the future?
10. What is the prospect of office automation in the Hong Kong
business environment?
11. Can you estimate the growth rate and size of the office
automation market in the future five years?
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12. What do you think is the role of your company's product and
service in office automation?
13. Please estimate the annual turnover of the products of your
company and your forecast for the coming years? We will
of course maintain this information in confidence.
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1. What type of business the company is in?
2. meat is the total number of employees worldwide?
3. What is the total number of employees in Hong Kong?














5. In the last fiscal year, what is the Hong Kong dollar turnover
or revenue of the company in Hong Kong?
(1) Less than 5 million
(2) 5 to 10 million
(3) 10 million orhnvn
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I I. Cur rent Prac t ices i n the Off ice









9. How much is spent on telex charges it a typical month?
10. Which of the followings are/were the problems in the telex
operations of the comoanv?
No one knows how to operate the telex machine when the
operator is absent
Often interrupted by incoming telex when preparing an
outgoing telex
Unsuccessful calls to the destination
Terminal is too busy. Outgoing telex cannot be sent out
on time
Too many unnecessary telex have been sent out
Others (please specify)
1 1. How does the company tackle the problems?
1 2. Why does the company use telex instead o other means of
communication?
13. Is the company now currently using a private automate exchange
system?
Yes Brand No. of lines No. of extn
No
14. Do you consider the company's telephone lines as
(1) Very Busy
(2) Quite Busy
(3) Some are busy while some are not
(Which and why?
(4) Not busy at all
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15. Which of the following are/were the problems in the telephone
operations of the comaanv?
Of ten cannot get a telephone line
Work of ten disturbed by irrelevant calls
Of ten need to dial many times before getting through
Telephone calls are of ten misdirected
Often get into sort of telephone tag (the other party
is out when you call and you are out when he calls back)
Expensive to move the telephone lines when rearranging
the desks
Uthers
16. How many long distance calls are made in a typical month?
17. Which of the following are/were the company's problems in making
long distance calls?
Need to trait considerable time in arranging the calls
Too many unnecessary long distance calls
Most of the calls are excessively lone
0 ther
18. How much is spent on long distance calls in a typical I11onnthh?
19. How many documents (letters, invoices, L/C etc.) are sent to








20. How much is spent on this aspect?
21. Now many of these documents sent are in graphic form, e.g. design,
graph and Chinese characters etc?
22. Is timeliness in delivery a critical factor?
23. Please indicate how many of the following are prepared by the
office in a typical week.
(1) Correspondence (e.g. letters and memos)
(2) Reports or proposals over 5 pgs long
(3) Documents such as L/C, invoices and other
specific forms
4) Other
24. that is the quality required?
25. How often are original copies required?
26. Has the company found it necessary to install word processors?
27. How are copies of outgoing and incoming documents srnrnrl in r-t,o
company?
(1) Box file binder
(2) Filing cabinet file
(3) Combination of files and binders
(4) Other
28. How long are documents usually stored in the company?
(1) Less than 1 year
(2) 1 to 3 years
(3) More than 3 years
29. Is outgoing mail usually photocopied or otherwise duplicated to




30. What, if any, are the major problems in retrieving files of
information?
Nobody or only a few knows where the information is
The file is misplaced or information in the file is
misplaced
Information has been thrown away and no longer exists
Other
31. How much is the operating cost of the office in a typical month?
(Including salaries, stationery and the above mentioned costs.)
III. Attitude and Awareness
32. If there are ways to streamline the operations in the office,
which of the followings will you be more interes teH in?
how to save much of the telex charges
How to make more efficient use of telephone lines
How to make the filing system more reliable
How to control and cut down the cost of long distance
calls
How to cut doArn the cost of document delivery
How to produce more timely reports, e. g. sales reports,
exception reports and inventory status reports etc.
How to improve the text preparation activities
Other
33. Do you think long term, plan of the set up of the off ice set up
is necessary?
3+. If there is a kind of consultancy sevice that can help or advise
you on how to improve your company's communication aspects,








.fib. Please indicate the title of the individuals who recomm~nd and
approve orders for the following acquisitions.













tiny into rmation given will be kept strictly confidential. Please
answer all the questions which are applicable to you or your company.
1. Title
2. How many levels below the Managing Director: 1
3. Department
4. What type of business is the company in? (Please check the
single most appropriate response. For holding companies,






5. What is the total number of employees in the company? 3
6. What is the total number of employees in your department? 4
7. Your company is (please check the appropriate one)
locally owned 5
foreign-based
0. rlease till in the blanks with the appropriate numbers in
regard to the following equipment:
(1) Located in my own office and I use it.
(2) Located in my office, but I do not use it.
(3) Have access to and I use it.
(4) Have access to but do not use it.

































10. What percent of your time do you spend searching for information
from the following sources? (The total should equal 100%)
%in files 24
%by the phone 25
%in the library 26
%in reports or manuals in your office 27
11. What percent of the documents that you produce are originated
by each of the following? (The total should equal 100%)
%dictating to a machine 28
%dictating to a secretary 29
%writing longhand 30
70 composing at a keyboard 31
12. What is your opinion of recording devices for leaving
messages? (Please check your response.)
they are useful and I like them 32
they are useful but I do not like them
they are not useful but I like them
they are not useful but I don't like them
no opinion
13. What percent of your calculations are done by each of the
following? (The total should equal 100%)
%calculator 33
%paper and pencil 34
%computer 35
4. Indicate by check marks which office facilities, services, and/or
operations listed below are major problem areas that repeatedly
interfere with the effective performance of your job.
typing service quality 36
typing service turnaround time 37
general secretarial services other than typing 38
dictation equipment and services 39
facsimile or telcopier service 40
information retrieval from files by your secretary 41
information retrieval from files by you 42
general maintenance of files 43
incoming phone calls 44
outgoing phone calls 45
receiving phone message 46
time and facilities for writing 47
time and facilities for calculation or computation 48
vci}abilitynan econvenience °or ne
vai aa eded equipment 93
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15. If there are ways to steamline the operations in the office,
which of the followings will you be more interested in?
How to save much of the telex charges? 51
How to make efficient use of telephone lines? 52
How to make filing system more reliable? 53
How to control and cut down the cost of long distance calls? 54
How to produce more timely reports? (e. g. sales reports 55
and inventory status reports etc.)
How to improve the text preparation activities? 56
16. In the space below please feel free to comment on your own work
style, particular problem areas, or office work in general.
Please make suggestions for new processes and work patterns




Any information given will be kept strictly confidential. Please



















Fnrczimi1AC nr tolcopiors 13
4. Please check the kinds of training you have received.
stenography 14
transcription from machines 15
computer terminal operation 16
keypunch 17
computer programming 18
magnetic typewriter operation 19
facsimile or telex operation 20
. Please fill in the blanks with the appropriate numbers in
regard to the following equipment:
(1) Located in my own office and I use it.
(2) Located in my office, but I do not use it.
(3) Have access to and I use it.
(4) Have access to buto n n r „.P -_
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(5) Equipment not available.
telephone 21
mechanical telephone--answering device 22
23speaker phone
intercom 24






facsimile or telecopier 31
copier 32
typewriter 33
b. Please check the kinds of typewriter you use:
video display or CRT typewriter 34
magnetic card, tape, or memory 35
manual, electric, or correcting 36
7. What, if any, are the major problems in retrieving files of
information? (Please check applicable responses.)
Nobody or only a few know where the information is 37
The file is misplaced or information in the file is misplaced 38
39Information has been thrown away and no longer exists
8. How many documents (letters, invoices, L/C, etc.) are sent
to foreign countries in a typical month?
by airmail 40
by speedpost 41
by courier service 42
by telepost 43
by facsimile 44




10. Please indicate how many of the following are prepared by
the off ice in a typical week.
correspondence 46
reports or proposals over 5 pages long 47
documents such as L/C, invoices and other specific forms 48
1 1. What percent of your calculations are done by the following'





12. What percent of the letters are in final form on the first typing
(i.e., are not edited and put through another draft)?
% 52
13. Indicate by check marks which office facilities, services, and/or
operations listed below are major problem areas that repeatedly
interfere with the effective performance of your job.
typing load 53
dictation equipment and services 5 4,
facsimile or telcopier service 5
information or retrieval from files 58
general maintenance of files 57
incoming phone calls 58
outgoing phone calls 59
taking phone messages 60
time and facilities for calculation or computation 61
facilities and service for copying 62
availability and convenience of needed equipment 63
14. In the space below please feel free to comment on your own work
style, particular problem areas or office work in general.
Please make suggestions for new processes and work patterns
that might help you in your job regardless of practicality.


